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Editorial

Gabriella Müntzing,

Editor of AMCIP Internship Program 2018

More than a year ago I was appointed Editor of AMCIP
2018. I thought I had done my research and knew what
I was getting myself into, but to be honest, I had no
idea the incredible and also challenging experience
I was about to embark upon! Hosting activities such
as Thanksgiving, Volleyball and our 55 year jubilee
banquet was a blast and I'm so happy I have had the
opportunity to get to know such a diverse and fun gang
from all over campus. It is an amazing feeling to know
that I have 22 friends spread out all over North America
that I am welcome to go visit anytime.
To have the opportunity to leave Sweden and
experience a different kind of work environment is, in
my opinion, very valuable for oneself and one's professional development. It's a possibility for us to learn, grow
and become more confident in our abilities. If we are
able to achieve what we have in a foreign culture, who
knows how far we can go back home in Sweden.
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Julia Burman
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Martin Vik
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Within the pages of this internship report you will find information on all of this years
internships, the things we do during our free time, advertisements from companies
who want to support us, information on how to apply for next years AMCIP program
and more. We hope it will inspire you to
"It's a possibility for us to
push your limits and try something new.
Who knows, maybe it will be your internship learn, grow and become more
story we will have the pleasure of reading in confident in our abilities. If we
the next issue of this report!
are able to achieve what we

have in a foreign culture, who

The year leading up to this moment has
knows how far we can go back
been filled with hours of hard work. I would
home in Sweden."
like to thank all the members for their dedication towards selling ads and contacting
companies and the rest of the board for their commitment towards making this
an amazing year. I would also like to extend a huge thank you to all of our sponsors
and the companies who have bought ads and contributed in whatever way they
could. We are extremely grateful to you as none of this would be possible without
your support.
I would like to finish this letter by saying that if you ever have the opportunity to go
out and explore a new country, experience a new culture or do anything like what
we experience through AMCIP, I say take it. It's an experience you will never forget
and will never regret!
Sincerely,
Gabriella Müntzing
Editor 2018

Email: contact@amcip.se | Website: www.amcip.se
Adress: AMCIP, Chalmers University of Technology, Teknologgården 2 SE41258, Gothenburg SWEDEN
Publisher: AMCIP Internship Program 2018 | Editor: Gabriella Müntzing and
Sara Hillström
Printed by: Billes | Cover Photo: Axel Antas-Bergkvist
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STUDY A MASTER’S PROGRAMME WITHIN

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING*

AT CHALMERS TO BE WELL-‐PREPARED TO CREATE AND DEVELOP PRODUCTS AND
SYSTEMS THAT IMPROVE SAFETY AND QUALITY OF LIFE FOR A GROWING POPULATION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

APPLIED MECHANICS
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY
MATERIALS ENGINEERING
NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND OCEAN ENGINEERING
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS

* Chalmers’ Master’s Programmes with majors in Mechanical Engineering
and Energy and Environmental Technologies received the highest
distinction, Very High Quality, in the Swedish governmental Quality
Assurance Evaluation 2013

MASTER'S PROGRAMME

BIOTECHNOLOGY
MSC, 120 CR, 2 YEARS

The aim of the Master's program in Biotechnology is to
educate skilled people for the biotechnology sector,
primarily for research and development within industry
and academia dealing with biomedicine, pharmaceuticals, biomaterials, food, and industrial biotechnology. The programme focuses on the interface
between chemistry, biology and medicine, with
engineering as a common working tool. Students gain
competencies in using engineering principles in the
analysis and optimisation of biological systems, and in

using integrated approaches for solving complex
biotechnological problems.
The courses link to the excellent research in these
areas carried out at Chalmers University of Technology
and Göteborg University. MSc thesis projects are
offered both at these academic institutions and in
companies in the Göteborg region as well as
internationally. International exchange is possible
during the programme.

http://www.chalmers.se/en/education/programmes/masters‐info/Pages/Biotechnology.aspx
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View our video

Each year, Autoliv’s
products save over
30,000 lives
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About the Program
AMCIP Internship Program
It is by Chalmers recommended for students
to get at least 17 weeks of industrial training
before graduation. By working as interns in
North America, the students of the AMCIP will
be able to complete a great portion of that time
and many will even extend that time by far.
But there is an added value in the experiences
gained by working in an international
environment. It promotes the opportunity to
improve the students ability in communicating
in another language while developing
professional skills within their field of
engineering. Last but certainly not least they
also contribute to maintaining important
relations between different cultures and
countries.
In June of 2018 the members of AMCIP started
their internships at different companies in the
US and Canada. The duration of the internships
stretch from eight weeks to a year. The hosting
companies vary greatly in size and area of
business and the work assignments also vary
depending on the intern's fields of study. If you
are eager to learn more about the students and
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their internship experiences in North America,
read the students reports throughout the
magazine.
This year our organization, which has existed
for more than 50 years, consists of 22 students
at Chalmers University of Technology of which
16 are members and 6 are board members. The
board is responsible for the overall
management of the organization in addition to
the specific tasks for each position.
• The chairman has the overall responsibility
for the program and also handles the Visa
application process.
• The treasurer is responsible for the
bookkeeping and finances.
• The internship coordinators find and contact
host firms in America and arrange interviews
between the parties.
• The sales manager arranges and organizes the
members sales of advertisements.
• The editor is responsible for creating the
website and posters as well as designing and
editing this annual Internship Report.

The members contribute by selling
advertisements in this Internship Report.
Through this the members learn how to
establish and maintain professional contact
with company representatives and also practice
their selling skills.
This summer, the whole experience started with
a fantastic weekend in New York City. A perfect
way to kick off the year and have some fun with
all the members before everyone leaves for their
respective jobs across the continent.

extend our gratitude to the companies and
organizations that have made this possible. We
hope that this Internship Report will inspire and
encourage other students to aim for internships
abroad and that you also want to become a
part of our team and take this once in a life
chance for an amazing experience!

Sincerely,
AMCIP Internship Program 2018

All in all, we, the members and board members
of AMCIP 2018, are extremely grateful for
having this opportunity and we would like to

How to apply

How to support the organization

Students from AT, Bt, K, Kf, I, M, TD, V and Z
at Chalmers University of Technology who will
have at least 150 credits before traveling to
North America can apply.

Do you want your company's name in this
magazine or on the website?
Do not hesitate to be a part of our journey
and to show your company to the students of
Chalmers University of Technology and other
Swedish universities.

Please visit our website
www.amcip.se or contact contact@amcip.se
for more information.

Contact us at contact@amcip.se
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By your side
from concept to completion
Ventilation and air conditioning products worldwide.

www.systemair.se

From prototypes
to products.
We develop solutions
for demanding industrial
environments.

Visit setek.se or get in touch work@setek.se

Vi får förändringar att hända!
Xmentor Management är ett konsultbolag med syfte
att hjälpa företag och organisationer att genomföra
förändringar.
Vårt fokus är ledarskapet och att möjliggöra framdrift
för att genomförandet ska bli effektivt och resultatet
bestående.
Besök vår hemsida www.xmentor.se
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POWER
MOTION

X-life presterar mer

CONTROL

Utnyttja prestandaförsprånget hos våra roterande lager och
linjärlager med X-life kvalitet – för effektivare konstruktioner
och mer ekonomiska maskiner och anläggningar:

Build your career with us
PMC Hydraulics is the leading supplier of
hydraulic systems and components in the
Nordic region.

X gånger längre livslängd
X gånger högre belastbarhet
X gånger bättre utnyttjande av utrymmet

We offer complete solutions and a unique
blend of expertise for our customers in the
mobile, marine, industry and energy sectors.
www.pmchydraulics.com
www.schaeffler.se/X-life
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Voices of support
From a current leader

Katarina Ageborg, CEO of Astra Zeneca

AstraZeneca is a global, science-led biopharmaceutical company that

focuses on the discovery, development and commercialisation of prescription
medicines, primarily for the treatment of diseases in three main therapy areas
– Respiratory and autoimmunity, Cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, and
Oncology. We are also active in inflammation, infection and neuroscience
through collaborations. AstraZeneca operates in over 100 countries and its
innovative medicines are used by millions of patients worldwide. Research
is the key to the success of AstraZeneca and in 2017 the company spent 5.8
billion USD on research and development. AstraZeneca has sales in more than
100 countries, manufactures in 18 countries and employs some 61 100 people
worldwide, of which 8 400 work in R&D.
AstraZeneca aspires to become one of the best and most respected pharmaceutical companies in the world. Skilled and enthusiastic employees with international experience are essential to achieve this and therefore we fully support
AMCIP 2018.
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Voices of support

From a current leader

Mycronic is a Swedish
high-tech company that
has been active in the
electronics industry for
more than 30 years. Our
global organization with
subsidiaries, agents and
distributors supports
industry leaders in more
than 50 countries.

As a prime driver in the
electronics industry, we take
great pride in the
development of our unique high-tech production solutions for electronics and
display manufacturing. Right now, we are on a journey of growth, where we continue
to explore new markets and expand worldwide, opening a path of great challenges
and great opportunities, offering of challenging and stimulating work tasks within
a wide variety areas such as development, production management, strategic
marketing, sales, service and production.
" What has taken us this
What has taken us this far, and what confar, and what continues to
tinues to drive our progress are all the great
drive our progress are all
minds and hearts behind our success. Our
people and their ideas. With all our different the great minds and hearts
perspectives, backgrounds and expertise –
behind our success."
we keep making the impossible possible.
We have the desire to excel together, the drive to deliver results and the courage to try new paths. In other words, we have passion. And it is when passion and
innovation come together that we succeed on our quest – to enable the future of
electronics.
We support AMCIP as they provide opportunities for students to integrate
International experience to their education.
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Voices of support

From the President of Chalmers

Stefan Bengtsson, President of Chalmers

At Chalmers our vision, Chalmers for a sustainable future, permeate

all our activities. This requires us to be both locally and globally connected and
engaged. As a consequence, international networking, collaboration and exchange
are key priorities in education, research and innovation.
Chalmers alumni will have their future careers in diverse and internationally
connected companies and organizations. Hence, developing and supporting
activities providing Chalmers students with international outlook and experience as
an integrated part of their Chalmers education are essential.
Amcip is a student led and organized activity providing Chalmers students the
possibility to gain international and industrial experience through an internship
period at a company in the US or Canada. The organization committee need
support from companies and other organizations to make the program a
continued success. The program is an important factor in providing opportunities
for international experience to Chalmers students and I fully support Amcip 2017
program.
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WE WANT TO BE PART OF YOUR FUTURE
DO YOU WANT TO BE PART OF OURS?

WITH 15,000 EMPLOYEES WE OPERATE WORLDWIDE IN THE BUSINESS AREAS
FERRY OPERATIONS - OFFSHORE DRILLING - SHIPPING - PROPERTY - FINANCE - NEW BUSINESS

stena.com
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The Year of AMCIP
2017-2018
May 2017

This years organization was
started up, members were
elected and we celebrated with
Pizza!

September 2017
We traveled to Stockholm to kick off
the year! We spent our time selling
to Stockholm-based companies and
getting to know each other.

December 2017
We celebrated Christmas. Of course
with the mandatory Secret Santagame and our own santa!
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February 2018
Througout the year we awarded our
hard work with fun team building
activites. E.g. in February we played
volleyball.

March 2018
We hosted a dinner for the 55th
anniversary of AMCIP. A great evening
spent exchanging experiences and
memories with old and new members
of the organization!

June 2018
We started our experience in North
America with the traditional kickoff in New York City! A final chance
to hang out with all the members.
A great way to start off the exciting
year of our internships!
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Internship
Placements
FEV North America, Inc., Auburn Hills

87

53

Johannes Henriksson
Civil Engineering

Linnea Lindberg

Avalex Inc., Lake Tahoe

Mechanical
Engineering

Georg Hess

Evelina Dahlsten

Mechanical
Engineering

Mechanical
Engineering

PE Geometry, Greensboro

73

77

Oscar Brask

Josefine Ohlsson

Mechanical
Engineering

Civil Engineering

Monte Stott & Associates, San Fransisco

XDIN, Greensboro

83
27
Jacob Lindborg
Bioengineering

William Ljungbergh
Mechanical
Engineering

Johanna Lönnermark
Bioengineering

ATUM, Newark

Sofia Mellgren

Civil Engineering

Ewing Group, Houston
ALOM, Silicon Valley

57

PACE, Orange County

69

Ludvig Hazard
Automation and
Mechatronics

Christian Ellsén

Industrial Engineering
and Management

Ellen Svärd

Civil Engineering
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79
65
Albireo Pharma, Boston

Balder Hagert

47

Mechanical
Engineering

Bolt Depot Inc., Hingham
Gabriella Münting

Industrial Engineering
and Management

Mobile Climate Control, Toronto

Emelie Lygner

Industrial Engineering
and Management

Retail Solutions Inc., Providence

31

61
Kasper Thörneby
Mechanical
Engineering

Olle Hansson

Industrial Engineering
and Management

SKIM, New York

39

Martin Vik

Industrial Engineering
and Management

Rikard Eriksson

Industrial Engineering
and Management

Prema Canada UTC, Toronto

Royal Caribbean Cruises, Miami
Outokumpu, Richburg

35

43
Julia Burman

Industrial Engineering
and Management

Fabian Bengtsson
Mechanical
Engineering
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www.shi-fw.com

Creativity and skills
– systemized

ah-automation.se • +46 523-79500
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Ökad effektivitet, långvarigt
resultat och nöjdare kunder!
Vi levererar strategier, system och arbetssätt
som skapar varaktiga resultat. Det gör vi
genom att erbjuda kompletta lösningar inom
• konsulttjänster
• IT-lösningar
• utbildning

www.canea.se

EXPERTS IN
FLAME RETARDANT
WORKWEAR.
Tranemo har en vision om att ingen
ska skadas allvarligt i olyckor där
rätt arbetskläder kunde ha förebyggt
olyckan eller lindrat konsekvenserna
av den.
Allt för en säkrare arbetsplats.
Sedan 1934.
www.tranemo.com

Feeders suitable for all applications-

Den blå färgen ska, så gått det går, liknas vid
Pantone 286 och den gula vid Pantone 109

so whatever you weave, we can help improve the quality of your products

iroab.com
Let’s face the future together
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Words from the chairman
Johannes Henriksson

2018 was a special year for AMCIP InChalmers University of Technology are
ternship Program. It was the year we got now spread out across North America
to celebrate 55 years of sending engine- on various internships. I am incredibly
ering students from Chalmers Universi- proud of our members and what we have
ty of Technology to internships all over
accomplished as a group. Seeing people
North America. Such a cause called for
from different engineering disciplines
celebration, and in March 2018 over 120 work together and encourage each other
alumni got together for a night of memo- towards the common goal of getting an
ries, laughs and new and old acquaintan- internship in North America has been inces. Hearing some of our older members credibly rewarding and and I’m extremely
sharing their experiences of their time in grateful o have experienced it with friends
North America during the 60s, 70s, 80s,
whom I’ve come to value highly.
90s, 00s and finally more recent days
made me realize how much value this
It has not all been hard work however. The
organization has created over the years, year started with a weekend in Stockholm
both for the companies in North America where business met pleasure. The days
and, perhaps above all, for the Swedish
were spent meeting potential sponsors
interns.
for the report that you are now holding in
your hands and the evenings were spent
When we started our journey towards
socializing and getting to know each
working in North America in March of
other. It was an amazing experience to
2017 I could not have imagined how
see how the members encouraged and
rewarding and fun this year would be.
helped each other to get over the initial
After countless of meetings, phone calls, fright of making a business call and mesales and interviews 22 students from
eting with a potential sponsor.
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"Working, especially in a
different culture, is challenging
in a completely different way
and thus far more rewarding."

longstanding sponsor of the program.
We also explored the Big Apple and could
not have hoped for a better start in North
America.

There is a lot of people that I would like to
thank for making this possible. Naturally
we could not have achieved any of this
Since that weekend in Stockholm a lot
has happened. Sponsorships with Swedish without the American host firms. Both old
companies have been acquired, hosting companies who continue to believe in our
companies contacted, interviews for the organization and support us and also the
new companies who put their faith in us.
different internships have been held,
I would also like to extend my gratitude
we have had team building activities
and much more. I want to give a special to Tatiana Pashman and the American
Scandinavian Foundation for all the help
thanks to all the companies who have
contributed to our program. Since AMCIP we’ve received. The Swedish companies
is a non-profit organization we would not and industrial leaders who have supporbe here today without the support from ted us both financially and with encourathe companies that believe in what we do gement. The Swedish American Chamand are willing to contribute to our cause, ber of Commerce and the US Embassy.
to offer cultural and technical exchange You are all fundamental to our program,
thank you!
for Chalmers students.
Working in itself is something complete- To sum up, I also want to thank the board
ly different from studying. In school, the members, members and alumnis of AMCIP. None of this could have been done
circumstances are usually well put together to fit the intended purpose of the without your relentless hard work and
exercise or the course. Working, especially undisputed optimism. A special thanks
in a different culture, is challenging in a goes out to our Internship Coordinators
Linnea and Josefine, who never gave up
completely different way and thus far
more rewarding. You get to challenge your and showed admirable work ethic.
perspectives, learn the value of teamwork
and also see that, maybe, not every pro- To all who have supported our program,
blem is solved the way you first thought the investment made in these students
will not be forgotten, and the knowledge
and would have solved it back home.
from these experiences will be brought
I am immensely proud to be able to say back into the world of business and engthat all the hard work paid off. The 13th of ineering, as they have been for 55 years.
June 2018 our time in the US started with On the behalf of AMCIP 2018; thank you
a weekend in New York City together, be- for making this years program possible,
fore heading out to our different interns- we are looking forward to continued coohips. Time was spent at ASF, the Ameri- peration and development for another 55
years!
can Scandinavian Foundation, who is a
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Vi ger liv åt tekniska plastoch gummimaterial
Erteco är Nordens ledande leverantör av tekniska
plast- och gummimaterial. Förutom att vi levererar
avancerade konstruktionsmaterial till våra kunder
fungerar vi även som en kunskapsbank med fokus
på hållbarhet och prestanda. Ett dedikerat tekniskt
supportteam utrustat med avancerade CAE-verktyg
skapar förutsättningar för framgångsrika produkter.
Tillsammans med våra kunder blåser vi liv i plastoch gummigranulat. Vill du vara med?

Brings life to rubber & plastics
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erteco.se

Forskningens
möjligheter
På AstraZeneca tror vi på forskningens möjligheter
att förändra behandlingen av allvarliga sjukdomar
som cancer, hjärtsjukdomar, diabetes, KOL och
astma. Forskningen driver oss att tänja gränserna
för vad som är möjligt.
AstraZeneca är ett av mycket få renodlade
bioläkemedelsföretag som omfattar hela
värdekedjan för ett läkemedel, från upptäckt och
utveckling till tillverkning, marknadsföring och
distribution. Vi bedriver verksamhet i mer än 100
länder och våra innovativa läkemedel används av
miljontals patienter över hela världen.

dssmithpackaging.se
SEW Chalmers 2015_- 2015-11-02 15:09 Sida 1

AstraZeneca är ett av Sveriges viktigaste
exportföretag. På våra anläggningar i Göteborg
och Södertälje bedriver vi forskning och utveckling,
produktion och marknadsföring.
Läs mer på astrazeneca.se

www.sew-eurodrive.se
SEW-EURODRIVE – Driving the world

AstraZeneca | 151 85 Södertälje
www.astrazeneca.se

SE-3144-02-2018-AZ

Betaceller i bukspottkörteln i
olika skeden av förnyelse.
AstraZeneca bedriver forskning
för att hitta läkemedel som kan
stimulera tillväxten av betacellerna
i bukspottkörteln, eller framkalla
differentiering av andra celler
till insulinproducerande betaceller.
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Sofia Mellgren

You can find inspiring street art all over Houston.

From a bath in the Gulf Coast to wearing cowboy
boots at work
After five wonderful days in New York together with the other outgoing AMCIP interns, it was
time to try my own wings in this world. I was now all by myself on my way to a place I didn't
know much about. I was sitting on the airplane feeling lonely and wondered why I was leaving
a comfortable life in Sweden for something new in Texas. I had many questions – what will I do
at work? Am I going to find friends? Can I find a place to call my home? As I was waiting for my
new boss at the arrivals terminal in the airport, I was incredibly nervous since I knew that at this
point, a new life was due to begin.
I'm now working for a small company called
Ewing Construction, a contractor firm in the
building industry that was established 1976
and have worked with complete design and
construction services on projects both domestic
and international. Currently we are building
a production facility for the tire company
Michelin. The project is still in its design phase,
which means there is much to coordinate,
schedule and budgets to estimate for the
project. My task is to get an overview so that
I can help with the coordination and compile
information to share with the involved parties.
For instance, I worked at the architect office
where I designed the elevations and materials
for the façades. I was at the structural office
and calculated the loads on the structure. I
also worked for the mechanical, electrical and
plumbing office (MEP for short) in one of the
skyscrapers in Downtown and participated with
27 | AMCIP 2018

"The atmosphere is fantastic
with all the lights from the
skyscrapers, the breezy winds
and of course all the nice and
friendly Houstonians dancing
around in town."
with the mechanical work by forming
ventilation ducts and electrical equipment. At
all different work places, the colleagues made
me feel welcome from day one and have shown
an interest in sharing their knowledge with me.
The best thing about moving to North America
with 22 other people from the same university is
that there is always someone to talk to or visit
during the weekends. I love to travel and see
new places and I have taken the opportunity to
discover the states. I have been to the vehicle
town Detroit, tried my luck at the casinos in

Ewing Group, TX

Cowboy cattle driven in Fort
Worth.

At the project trailer, notice
that my steel toe boots is a
pair of cowboy boots!

Las Vegas, been a cowboy in Dallas and more
is yet to come. Every weekend has something
to offer and the only limit is yourself. Even if the
weekends are amazing, I really like the feeling of
coming back home to Houston. Houston really
feels like my hometown and by being away, I
appreciate what I have here even more.
Houston is not similar to any city I have been
to before. During daytime, the city is empty
of people because of humidity and heat and
no one wants to be outside when it feels like
41°c. Instead the people are moving around in
the tunnel system under the city. In Downtown
almost all of the skyscrapers are connected
to the tunnel system with a lot of shops and
restaurants. After sunset the people get out
on the streets and the city transforms to a
mingle party where everyone is invited. The
atmosphere is fantastic with all the lights from
the skyscrapers, the breezy winds and of course

Me in front of Houston skyline,
and no I'm not standing in
front of a picture.

all the nice and friendly Houstonians dancing
around in town. It's not easy to move to a new
place where you don't know anyone or even
don't know how to throw away your trash. It has
been a roller coaster with ups and downs but
it's such a fun ride and I have already learned
and experienced more than I could think of was
possible.
I'm very grateful I have gotten the opportunity
to learn everything there is to learn about
the building industry which was the word my
boss told me I would do during my six-month
internship. I would like to thank Bill Ewing,
the CEO of the company for giving me this
opportunity to explore the building industry in
the states. I could have never imagined it would
be this fun!

Ewing Group

Hosting Interns since: 2018 | Employees: 7 | Area of Business: Building Construction |
Website: www.ewingcc.com

Sofia Mellgren

Born: 1996 | Present Education: B. Sc. In Civil Engineering | Future Plans: Explore America
and then continue with my master | Best Memory: When we were driving through
Midtown during the night in an open car. Experiencing all the beautiful skyscrapers and
the lightning in the sky with my new found friends was magical. | Worst Memory: First
time I hit the 7-lane highway.
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Kasper Thörneby

One of all the amazing beaches I have found so far, this one in Little Compton, RI.

The largest city in the smallest state
When moving to Providence I had no idea what to expect, but I've come to love everything about
this place and still continue to find new places to see and explore every day. Everything from
Water fire, where they light fires in all of Providence canals to small hidden beaches, it's not
called the Ocean state for nothing.

"I was invited by my colleagues to
join them for dinner at the only
rooftop bar in Providence, where
I met even more people. These
are the people I've since then
have come to call my friends and
hang out with pretty much every
weekend."

I work at Retail Solutions Inc, RSi for short, a
global company with headquarters in Mountain
View, California, and offices all around the
world. I have had the privilege of working in
the office located in Providence, Rhode Island.
Rhode Island, which is the smallest state in the
US has a real Swedish feel to it, which probably
is why I felt at home right away. Everything
from nature to the climate is very similar, it's
just the cars that are bigger. Providence, a city
with a population of 300 000, is the biggest
small town I've ever seen. There's lots of nightlife,
a huge mall, Brown University and something
fun is happening every weekend.

These are the people I've since then have come
to call my friends and hang out with pretty
much every weekend.

When arriving on my first day at work I
instantly felt welcomed, everyone came forward
and said hello, introducing themselves and
told me that I could ask them anything at any
time, which is something I've exploited to the
max. It didn't take me more than two days at
work before I was invited by my colleagues to
join them for dinner at the only rooftop bar in
Providence, where I met even more people.

During some weekends I've been taking a,
what I now think is a short, four-hour drive to
New York City, parking for free in Brooklyn and
taking the ferry across East River to spend a
few days exploring Manhattan. If I feel like an
even shorter drive, it's only an hours drive to
Boston. The weekends I don't go on road trips
have so far been spent going swimming in the
Atlantic ocean at one of the many surrounding
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Retail Solutions Inc., RI

No visit to Rhode Island is complete without
tasting some Del's lemonade.

Cookout at a friends lake house just outside
Providence.

beaches, which are just a short, yes short,
drive outside of Providence. One of my best
experiences yet has been to celebrate the 4th
of July on a small island about an hours boat
ride outside of Rhode Island, called Block Island.
Laying on the beach all day and spending
all night celebrating the 4th was a great way
to meet new people and learn more about
American heritage.
RSi turns Big Data from retailers into
opportunities for vendors. RSi platforms process
billions of records from over 200 major retailers
in more than 75 countries around the world,
daily. By running the data through algorithms,
RSi is able to help suppliers to minimize out
of stock, maximize on-shelf availability and
further on increase profit and sales. I work as an
analyst intern at a department called Customer

Me posing outside of Massachusetts State
House on one of my trips to Boston.

Experience where I handle customers' requests
and help them with issues and understanding
their data, alongside with projects for the
benefit of my department and the company as
a whole. I am very thankful to have experienced
an internship at Retail Solutions Inc. and would,
therefore, like to thank all my colleagues at
both the Providence and London office that
have helped me to develop and grow in my
professional role by continuously challenging
me. I'd also like to thank our office manager
Elaine for all the help with getting settled in
Providence as well as giving me tips on things to
do every weekend.

Retail Solutions Inc. (RSi)

Hosting Interns since: 2015 | Employees: 350+ (80 in Providence) | Area of Business:
Software Company | Website: www.retailsolutions.com

Kasper Thörneby

Born: 1993 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Mechanical Engineering | Future Plans: Moving
back to Gothenburg and continue to study for my M.Sc. | Best Memory: Realizing that
"Bagel Wednesday" at work was something that happened every week, and that it's
always followed by "Mini-muffin Thursday". | Worst Memory: Spending 5 hours at the
DMV being sent to different departments trying to register my car.
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Julia Burman

The picture is taken from our car (a Volvo of course) in the parking lot of the office, among
the best views in Miami.

Living the cruise life in the tropical sunshine state
I stepped out of the airport – and immediately turned around and walked straight back into the
air conditioned waiting room. It was almost midnight, a Saturday night in June, and even if the
hour was late it was still more than 30 degrees outside. I would soon learn that the heat was only
the first of many new things I would need to get used to during my 10 months stay in my new
home - Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
My internship is at Royal Caribbean Cruises
Ltd, RCL for short, and I work at their global
headquarters in Miami. RCL is the owner of
six different cruise companies and manage
a total fleet of over 60 ships that sail all over
the world. The office is actually on an island
which also functions as a harbor from which
many of the cruises sail. My department is
Global Marine Operations and I work with the
Project Management Team. We can simply
be described as the internal consultancy firm.
Our mission is to strategically develop the
department and the whole company.
My team is cross-functional and includes
programmers that develops different web
applications and tools, to specialists that
manage the "renovations" of the ships. The
"renovations" are a big part of the team's work
since there is about 20 of them per year, where
hundreds of projects and thousands of people
need to be coordinated during a short intense
period while the ship is in dry-dock.
My task is to support and, to some extent,
35 | AMCIP 2018

"I am very grateful for this
opportunity, everything I get
to learn, all the people I get to
meet and if I could go back
in time – I would not change
anything."
manage projects. For example, analyze data for
different KPIs and how they can be visualized
the best for presentations or reports. Many of
the projects have included gathering different
data from people from different departments.
This has been both difficult but at the
same time rewarding as it has been a good
experience and very interesting to meet with
people across the whole office – from finance
to the electrical team.
I am set up in Fort Lauderdale, 40km from
Miami, and make a daily commute with the
train which is 30 minutes. The pro:s weighs up
the commute by having two fantastic roomies,

Royal Caribbean Cruises, Ltd., FL

A weekend road trip to Key West,
the most southern part of the U.S.

4th of July celebrations with my
roomies and Emelie who visited
over the weekend from Boston.

Sunday activity, Kayaking in one of the national parks of
Fort Lauderdale, no alligators unfortunately.

a nice apartment (with a rent half the price of
what we would pay in Miami) and a city that
is very beautiful and cozy. Since being so close
to my roomies we spend a lot of time together
and most evenings during the week we work
out together (or we do the opposite and go for
cheesecake or after work). During the weekends
we usually head into downtown Fort Lauderdale
to visit a new bar or restaurant, go shopping at
the biggest outlet mall of the U.S. or head to the
beach. Sometimes we head down to Miami to
explore new areas or just visit our favorite one,
Wynwood. Miami and Fort Lauderdale are great
in the way that there is always something to
do from line dance or salsa clubs to American
football games.
South Florida has a great Latino influence because of the many Latinos and mainly Cubans
that have immigrated. This of course provides
an extraordinary food culture of Mexican or any
other south American cuisine that is your choice
of flavor. The multicultural population does not

only affect the food scene, neither is it only from
the south people have migrated. In Florida only,
there are over 149 000 Swedes, and equal share
of residents from other Scandinavian countries.
Since parts of Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd was
originally Norwegian the influences have stayed
and at the office we are sometimes more people
in the same meeting that can speak Swedish,
Norwegian or Finnish than there are actual
Americans.
Life in Florida is much more relaxed than the
rest of the U.S., so I have heard, and I love it. I
am very grateful for this opportunity, everything
I get to learn, all the people I get to meet and
if I could go back in time – I would not change
anything. Thank you Amcip, the board and
especially our Internship Coordinators, as
well as the Swedish-American Chamber of
Commerce which have been very important
to me and the role I have. With only 25% of my
Internship done, I cannot wait to see what the
rest of my stay will bring!

Royal Carribean Cruises, Ltd.

Hosting Interns since: 2018 | Employees: 66 000| Area of Business: Hospitality and
tourism | Website: www. rclcorporate.com/investors

Julia Burman

Born: 1995 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Industrial Engineering and Management | Future
Plans: Continue with my master's degree. | Best Memory: Our beautiful road trip to
Key West, where we also got upgraded to a Mustang Cab instead of our economy class
Nissan. | Worst Memory: The first time we found a cockroach in our apartment, on one of
the beds...
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Martin Vik & Rikard Eriksson

The Toronto skyline.

The travel journal of two young men in the urban
jungle of Toronto
Hello reader, I hope all is well back in Sweden. We (Martin Vik and Rikard Eriksson) are writing
to you from our apartment in Burlington, Ontario, about 45 minutes from Toronto. We're here
working for a company named PREMA Canada, where we are employed as interns.
Our first few months here have been
exhilarating. There is plenty to discover, both
in Toronto and outside. Toronto itself is known
as the most diverse city in the world, and it
makes good on that promise. There are so
many places to go, so much to discover. Food,
drinks, art, you name anything and it's probably
somewhere in this bustling city. So many
traditions and people have come together here,
and the resulting mix of cultures is quite frankly
astonishing. There's China town, Greek town,
Korea town and more, and they all offer their
mix of tradition that adds to the palette that is
the city of Toronto. It's an amazing place to be
a part of.
Despite all things there are to see and discover
in Toronto, we haven't been spending all our
time here. There are twenty other AMCIP friends
scattered across the continent, and we intend
to visit many of them. Together with Gabriella
Müntzing, who's also working in Toronto, we've
visited some of the AMCIP members in Detroit,
seen the Niagara Falls, and visited several of the
provincial parks in Ontario. Our future plans for
39 | AMCIP 2018

"The possibilities are endless,
and we intend to make the
most of our time here. If you
have the opportunity to do so
too, take the chance."
just this fall include San Francisco, Providence,
Montreal and a few long weekends of hiking
and Kayaking in Algonquin Provincial Park.
The possibilities are endless, and we intend to
make the most of our time here. If you have the
opportunity to do so too, take the chance.
But as much as there is to experience here,
that's not the main reason we are here in
Toronto. We are, after all, full time-employees.
We are employed at a company called PREMA
Canada, which is a B2B company that sells tire
supplies nationwide through a large network of
distributors and sales representatives. We work
mainly with IT-solutions and data analysis at

PREMA Canada ULC, ON

Street in Toronto.

Jackpot at CNE.

Niagara Falls.

the Head Office here in Burlington. There
are plenty of challenges to engage in at the
company, both in the day-to-day activities and
more long term. We are given opportunities to
apply knowledge from many of our previous
courses, ranging from coding and database
knowledge to supply chain and project
management. In addition to putting this
earlier knowledge to the test, the company is
encouraging us to continually pursue and apply
new relevant knowledge. We have for example
gone to a full-day course in data visualization
at Microsoft. These possibilities allow us to grow
both on a professional and a personal level, and
we greatly appreciate them.
Worth noting is that we have been fortunate
enough to join the company close to the launch
of a new sales system, and from pretty much
from day one of the system going live we have

gotten to be part of the core team managing
the project.
Also worth bringing up is that PREMA Canada
has been kind enough to set us up with an
apartment, a car and work phones, which we
have greatly appreciated. We would like to give
thanks to Dave Lottridge, the CEO of PREMA,
along with everyone at the company for giving
us this opportunity to work and learn with
them. We would also like to thank the AMCIP
Internship Coordinators for providing us with
the ability to apply for the internship positions,
along with the AMCIP board and it's members.

PREMA Canada ULC

Hosting Interns since: 2013 | Employees: 30 | Area of Business: Tires Repair Supplies |
Website: www.premacanada.ca

Rikard Eriksson

Born: 1993 | Present Education: B. Sc. In Industrial Engineering and Management | Future
Plans: Conquer the Wilderness of Ontario | Best Memory: Enjoying a cup of tea at a
lovelly waterfall after having trespassed to get there. | Worst Memory: Running out of
snacks while hiking, I hate running out of food.

Martin Vik

Born: 1993 | Present Education: B. Sc. In Industrial Engineering and Management | Future Plans: I plan to sometime
in the future start making plans for the future. | Best Memory: Driving through New York State in autumn. | Worst
Memory: When Rikard ran out of snacks during a hike.
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Simulering med digitala
tvillingar ger förbättrad kvalitet
Ett femårigt projekt inom Wingquistlaboratoriet vid Chalmers tekniska högskola i Göteborg
fokuserar på simulering med digitala tvillingar vilket ger förutsättningar för den självkompenserande fabriken.
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realtid kan den användas som en digital tvilling som
i praktiken kommer att användas för att styra processen.
Rikard Söderberg som har forskat på simuleringsstöd för geometrisäkring i över 20 år ser med tillförsikt på den digitaliseringsvåg som nu sköljer över
industrin.

Foto: Anna-Lena Lundqvist

Wingquistlaboratioret på Chalmers tekniska högskola i Göteborg har sedan 2001 fokuserat på forskning inom området digital produktframtagning.
Ett centralt område inom Wingquistlaboratoriet är
geometrisäkring med målet att minimera effekten
av geometrisk variation i den slutliga sammansatta
produkten.
– Området är centralt för industrin och specifikt
när det gäller massproduktion där man vill att alla
detaljer ska passa till varandra och vara utbytbara,
säger professor Rikard Söderberg, föreståndare för
Wingquistlaboratoriet, och fortsätter:
– Traditionellt sett hanterar man inom industrin
variation genom att specificera toleranser, det vill
säga hur mycket variation som är tillåten. Snäva
toleranser innebär ofta dyr produktion då det kräver
hög noggrannhet i tillverkningsprocessen. Programvaran för geometrisäkring, RD&T, som delvis
utvecklats på Chalmers används av Volvo sedan
1998 samt ett större antal företag globalt.
– RD&T utvecklas nu vidare för att kunna användas som en digital tvilling av det produktionssystem
vi önskar att styra. Vi kan då se RD&T som en digital
kopia av det verkliga systemet, med möjlighet till
optimering och styrning i realtid, säger Rikard.
För cirka ett år sedan fick man inom centret ett
större forskningsprojekt, Smart Assembly 4.0, från
Stiftelsen för strategisk forskning, SSF. Det femåriga
projektet fokuserar på geometrisäkringsprocessen
och har visionen om den självkompenserande fabriken.
– Genom att utnyttja simulering i RD&T, tillsammans med nya möjligheter att snabbt kunna scanna
ingående komponenter, kan man i framtiden ta
hänsyn till geometrisk variation och justera monteringsprocessen så att man kompenserar för denna,
säger Rikard och fortsätter:
– Det kan handla om att matcha rätt bitar mot
varandra, att justera fixturer och utrustning och att
välja rätt sekvens vid exempelvis punktsvetsning.
Genom att mata en simuleringsmodell med data i
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Fabian Bengtsson

French quarters in Charleston.

Experiencing the new South

The humidity and heat hit me as soon as I got out from the baggage claim. A heat that never
went away for the coming months. A never ending summer. The true dream of a Swede. This was
the beginning of a lifetime experience.
My internship is at Outokumpu Stainless
bar located in Richburg, South Carolina.
Outokumpu is a company started in Finland
and is now a global company with the mindset
of producing and supplying quality stainless
steel with good value for all customers. In
Richburg Outokumpu does the final steps for
the stainless steel bars in their assortment.
That is everything from peeling, grinding to
heat treatment. One of Outokumpu's great
strengths is the ability to customize and
adapt to customer's needs. Depending on the
application for the stainless steel bars several
different treatments to the bars can be done.
In that way Outokumpu can deliver quality
stainless steel for each and every customer.
I am a part of the quality team at Outokumpu
as an intern, which means that I am
responsible for making sure that the right
testing is performed for each and every order
that Outokumpu makes at Richburg. This is
important since every customer has a different
specification for their order. Thus every bar we
send to customer must meet that specification
to the highest standard, which in the stainless
steel business means the mechanical properties
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"My engineering expertise
has improved a lot since I got
here and I am sure that it will
improve further before I return
to Sweden."
of the bars must meet the specifications. I
am also part of several projects that involves
everything from logistics to data collecting.
Before I arrived in the United States I decided
to live in Charlotte, North Carolina, during my
internship. This was mostly due to the fact that
it was the largest city closest to Richburg where
my internship is. A decision which was very
fruitful. Charlotte is called one of the Queen
cities that is present in the United States and
is often called the Wall Street of the South.
This is due to Bank of America having their
headquarters here and that banking is a big
business here. Charlotte is a city which is
constantly growing and is one of the fastest
growing cities in the United States.

Outokumpu, SC

Taking a rest during a hike.

City centre of Charlotte.

As it is a growing city, there is lot to do in
Charlotte in general. Breweries are a big
thing around here and there are several
microbreweries in town which makes it perfect
for a bar crawl. In Charlotte there is also US
National White Water center located where
the world's largest man-made white water
river resides. A truly awesome experience to be
rafting at high speeds, but also to be kayaking,
riding zip lines, mountain biking, paddle
boarding and so on. It is a place where you
easily can spend a weekend.
Due to Charlotte's location 4 hours from the
east coast, it is the perfect start city for a road
trip. From Charlotte you can easily drive to the
coast and experience a lot of different cities
with nice beaches and unique cultures. You can
also drive to the busiest national park in the
United States, the Great Smokey Mountains,
which offers scenic hiking trails, awe-inspiring
views and interesting fauna with a highest point
of 2025 meters above the sea. Places I have

Visiting the Great Smokey
Mountains.

been to so far have been Wilmington, Kitty
Hawk, Charleston, Savannah, New Orleans,
Greensboro, Atlanta and Gatlinburg. There is so
much more to experience here and I am looking
forward to a lot more traveling for the rest of my
stay here.
An internship at Outokumpu has proven to
be an excellent internship, my colleagues
make sure that I experience the southern
culture as well as help me with difficult tasks.
My engineering expertise has improved a
lot since I got here and I am sure that it will
improve further before I return to Sweden. I
want to thank Mike Marcanio for teaching me
everything about the quality work with Stainless
steel. I want to thank Chuck Keating for making
this internship possible. I also want to thank
the rest of the quality team, Ben Kudlacek for
training me and Michael DeVoss for keeping the
jokes coming. Thank you Outokumpu!

Outokumpu

Hosting Interns since: 2002 | Employees: 70 | Area of Business: Stainless steel bars |
Website: www.outokumpu.com

Fabian Bengtsson

Born: 1994 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Mechanical Engineering | Future Plans: Starting
my Master of Science at Chalmers | Best Memory: Having an awesome weekend in
Savannah with some great friends. | Worst Memory: Freezing like crazy after heavy rain
in the Great Smokey Mountains.
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Wallenius Marine offers a complete
shipping service – from innovative design
and newbuilding to ship management.
Our vision is to lead the way towards
truly sustainable shipping.

One of our greatest assets
is the people within our organisation.

Company in short:
•
•
•
•
•
•

That is why we offer our onboard crew:
• Constant professional development
• Generous social benefits
• Plenty of areas for socialising and wellequipped gym
• Access to Internet
• High standards of interior and cabins
• A culture programme that focuses on
teamwork, efficiency and safety

1,100 employees
Managing 25 vessels
Two offices, Stockholm & Singapore
Part of family-owned Soya Group
ISO certification 9001:2015/14001:2015
Frontrunner in global shipping since 1934
facebook.com/WalleniusMarine
linkedin.com/company/Wallenius-Marine
instagram.com/WalleniusMarine
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CONNECT to the Future
Electrical Distribution Systems · Components · Electronics & Instrumentation · High Voltage
YAZAKI EUROPE LTD.

WWW.YAZAKI-EUROPE.COM
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Emelie Lygner

Boston City from Cambridge side.

Boston, a city you'll fall in love with
Boston is a pretty big city and there is a lot to do and see. You will find big Universities here
such as Harvard, MIT and Boston University. The city also has good sports teams in baseball,
football, basketball and ice hockey, you have probably heard of Red Sox, the Boston Celtics,
Boston Bruins and the Patriots. In Boston you can also find good beer breweries such as Samuel
Adams and the Harpoon. Besides the Universities, sports and breweries, there are many good
restaurants, bars, coffee shops and the shopping is very good.
I'm working at a pharmaceutical company
called Albireo Pharma for 6 months and they
" Now when I'm writing
are placed in Boston. Albireo spun out from
Astra Zeneca 2008 and they are a company
this I have just moved to a
focusing on the development of novel bile
neighborhood called Jamaican
acids modulators to treat liver diseases. The
biggest study they are working on is called
Plain and it's really nice here."
PEDFIC-1. It's a Phase III study, which means
that it's the last step towards getting the drug
approved and this is the study I'm currently on.
I'm working with the clinical trial group who is
with a liver transplant it's not certain that it will
responsible for pushing the study forward and
work, and the transplant list is long, so it's not
who make sure that it is doing so in the right
even certain that everyone gets one.
way. The study's goal is to help children with
A day at work begins with me being at the
the rare genetic liver disease PFIC (Progressive
office around 7.30am looking threw my mailbox
Familiar Intrahepatic Cholestasis), and in
and then at 8am we usually have a meeting
the future additional development in other
for one or two hours, the rest of the day can
pediatric cholestasis liver diseases.
look very different. Some days we only have
one meeting and other days we have meetings
The PEDFIC-1 study is a study for children
almost all day. When I'm not in a meeting I
between the ages 6 months and 18 years. When have different assignments to do during the
I started working I asked why only children were day. The assignments can vary, it can be me
studied, I got the answer It's because they don't
going throw different kind of documents, doing
survive. The only option to survive this disease
changes in Power Points presentations or doing
today is to have a liver transplant, but even
excel files that is needed for the study.
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Albireo Pharma, MA

Boston city from a boat ride with
my colleagues.

Picture of Gabriella, me and
Sofia from Las Vegas.

When I got here I had almost two weeks free
time before I started to work, so I decided to go
to Miami to meet up a friend who was traveling
with her family. When I was there I also went
to Fort Lauderdale to see Julia Burman and we
spent 4th of July together. We had a barbeque
by the pool at her friends place. Later at night I
went back to South beach in Miami and looked
at the fireworks with my friend and her family.
After Miami I went back to Boston and explored
the city.
Before I got to Boston I found a room to live
in the two first months. The room I found
was located in Cambridge, it was a room in
a four-bedroom apartment, shared kitchen
and bathroom. The cost for renting a room or
apartment is really high here, so for me it was
not really an option to live in an apartment/
studio by myself. Now when I'm writing this
I have just moved to a neighborhood called
Jamaican Plain and it's really nice here. There

Baseball in Fenway Park, Red
Soxs vs. Miami Marlins.

are some local shops, nice restaurants, a Tennis
court, Samuel Adams brewery and some good
bars. I'm renting the room from a couple that
me and Balder Hagert (who's also living here in
Boston) met during a Swedish football game
during the Worlds Cup, she is from Sweden and
he is from the US.
One of the best thing that I have done here
in the US was the trip to Las Vegas. We were
ten people from Amcip who met up there
and stayed between 3-4 days. We went to
two different pool parties, went to the casino,
walked on the Strip, went to a club at Caesars
Palace, saw a typical Las Vegas show and went
to Downtown, Old Town of Las Vegas. It was
really fun to see everyone, to hear about their
internships, how they are doing and if they like
the city they are living in.

Albireo Pharma

Hosting Interns since: 2002 | Employees: Approximatly 30 | Area of Business:
Pharmaceutical| Website: www.alberiopharma.com

Emelie Lygner

Born: 1994 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Industrial Engineering and Management | Future
Plans: Finishing my masters. | Best Memory: The trips I have made: Miami and Las
Vegas.| Worst Memory: Almost missed my flight to Boston from NY because of the long
line and waiting time for the VISA/pass control.
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Börjar du bli klar med
festelement?

afconsult.com

Making Future.

Jobba hos oss med fästelement!

At ÅF, we have been in the transformation business for more
than a hundred years. Dedicated to helping our clients seize
new opportunities, we create sustainable engineering and
design solutions for generations to come. Shaping smarter
cities. Digitalized industries. And future mobility.

 collycomponents.se

We don’t care much about making history.
We care about making future.
Interested to join our team?
Contact ÅF Infrastructure Recruitment Partner
Elina Skager
072-453 62 73
elina.skager@afconsult.com

Kvalitet med kunskap.

chalmers.se/sportstechnology

A LOVE OF SPORTS

AN OBSESSION

SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
WITH
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VILL DU GÖRA SKILLNAD?
En av våra drivkrafter är att öka säkerheten på
vägarna. Vi ligger därför i framkant när det gäller
tekniklösningar för fordonsindustrin. Vi söker dig
som vill göra skillnad tillsammans med oss.
vbggroup.com
VBG Group är en börsnoterad koncern med
ca 1 400 medarbetare i 18 länder. Vi har
egna bolag i Europa, Nordamerika, Brasilien,
Sydafrika, Australien, Indien och Kina.
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We optimise
your business
essentials

Raising Efficiency

TTSGROUP.COM

Handling solutions
and acess systems
for the marine and
offshore industries

www.fixturlaser.com
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www.byggvarlden.se
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Linnea Lindberg, Georg Hess, Evelina Dahlsten

Watching waterfalls in Upper Peninsula.

Motown, engines and transmissions
- Contributing to a sustainable vehicle
development
An internship at FEV will give you a lot. What is easy to agree upon is that you get a
fantastically warm welcome, you will get challenged during your work life and it is almost
impossible to not get plenty of adventurous weekends. To get an internship at FEV has given us
three unique experiences, all of which are awesome.
Getting an internship at one of the leading
engine design and development companies
in the world in Auburn Hills outside "the motor
city" Detroit, working with diesel engines and
powertrains, was something we all knew would
be a great challenge and opportunity. An
opportunity to go abroad and see the world
from another perspective, to get hands on
work experience and to learn more about how
it can be to work as a mechanical engineer in
another country. Since we got here, we figured
that it is so much more, it is a life experience
and a new family, it is an important work for
the environment, to reduce emissions from
combustion engines and to make the vehicles
of the future more efficient. Because even if
Europe has a widely developed and used public
transportation system, not all of the world does,
and not everyone will use it. We need more
sustainable solutions.
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"Since we got here, we figured
that it is so much more, it is
a life experience and a new
family, "
At an internship like this, you might think
that you will be overwhelmed by the work
environment and that the workload will be too
hard to keep up with. Sometimes you hear that
Americans work crazy much and never have
vacation. But at FEV they also let us interns
take time to get to know the business and the
area of which we are supposed to work with.
The colleagues have been more than helpful
and always makes sure we get plenty of
reading material and information on whatever
the project is at the moment.

FEV North America Inc, MI

Petting black bears in Upper Peninsula.

Linnea & Georg voting at
the Swedish consulate in
Detroit.

We have all been introduced to different kinds
of projects. From calibration and testing ofdiesel
engines to various projects within transmissions
and powertrains. FEVs original area of strength
is combustion engines but the ongoing
advancements of vehicle propulsion systems
have allowed them to widen their service
portfolio to include transmission and driveline
development. Furthermore, introduction of
electric and hybrid vehicles have generated
more opportunities for FEV to expand available
services. Since the company expanded to North
America as early as 1985 they have a wide
range of collaboration and are now a major
supplier of advanced testing and development
for some of the largest powertrain OEM's all
over the country, but also the rest of the world.
"To get thrown in at the beginning of one of the
company's biggest projects has its perks. You
get to see how business can be done almost
from scratch (missing some of the vital higher
management parts as agreeing on contract
and so on). The projects starts off with most of
the members of the team not knowing much
at all, at least regarding the project itself, and
you get to learn whatever is important for the
project together as a group." says Linnea.
While Georg explains his project as "If you,
on the other hand, have the possibility to
join in the middle of a project there is more

Road trip to Niagara Falls.

happening from the beginning. Your workdays
get more diversity within short time and you
can feel the pulse and productivity within the
company. Because FEV is always working
towards different customers you also get to
see the difference in how companies manage
and structure their business. Something that
wouldn't be possible if they only had their own
production".
At FEV interns are more rule than exception
in every department. This gives us the luxury
to always have around 15 other international
interns working at the company at the same
time. Since FEV has its roots in Aachen,
Germany, many of the interns are also from
there, but there are interns from all around the
world. This results in a special way of living and
you could say that the life here is somewhere in
between the student life and working life.
We all live in 2 bedroom apartments with a
shared kitchen and living room, which FEV
provides together with a shared car for each
apartment. The village all interns are staying
at consists of around 15 apartment buildings,
a lobby with an outdoor pool, volleyball- and
tennis court, sauna and a small gym. As you
therefore can guess, our summer afternoons
have usually been filled with volleyball and pool
time. We have also spent a lot of time in a state
park with a beautiful lake just a minute away.
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Michigan, just like Sweden, is a four season
destination with dazzling nature. With our
location just in between the three beautiful
Great Lakes, weekend trips to a bunch of tourist
attractions in terms of national parks, great
beaches and miraculous nature combinations
are a must. Two favourites within the intern
group is Upper Peninsula, where it's possible
to rent a boat to get an extraordinary view
of the Picture Rocks and swim in the ice cold
but crystal clear water with its waterfalls and
boat wrecks. Another favourite is Sleeping
Bear Dunes, which is a national park with big
sand dunes. At one place, big sand dunes slope
straight into Lake Michigan and at another

place, its like walking in a desert to finally come
to a "small" (nothing is small over here) beautiful
lake.
Since FEV is providing its interns with cars,
road trips are reoccurring weekend and holiday
activities. Just within a couple of hours you
can reach spectacular places such as Chicago,
Niagara Falls, Toronto or even New York. Best
part about being 15 interns? There will always be
someone willing to join you.

FEV North America Inc

Hosting Interns since: 2014 | Employees: Over 450 | Area of Business: Powertrain and
Vehicle Engineering | Website: www.fev.com

Linnea Lindberg

Born: 1992 | Present Education: B. Sc. In Mechanical Engineering Future Plans: Combining
the knowledge in Mechanical Engineering with further studies within the environmental field
to create something awesome. | Best Memory: All the music; Jazz and Brass Band in New
Orleans, Hip-Hop and Rap in Detroit. | Worst Memory: Michigan's horrible roads.

Georg Hess

Born: 1996 | Present Education: B. Sc. In Mechanical Engineering Future Plans: Finish my BSBA back in Sweden and
start a masters in engineering. | Best Memory: Driving a pontoon boat along the shore of Lake Superior. | Worst
Memory: Waiting for delayed flights during short weekend trips.

Evelina Dahlsten

Born: 1996 | Present Education: B. Sc. In Mechanical Engineering Future Plans: Backpacking in Asia, then master
in Systems, Control and Mechatronics. | Best Memory: The boat trip in Upper Peninsula, almost all international
interns were gathered and we had a great team building weekend. | Worst Memory: When I went to schedule an
appointment for doing a theoretical driving test and had to do it directly.

Vi är en anrik och välrenommerad advokatbyrå med
särskild inriktning mot brottmål och familjerätt

Läs mer på www.allmanna-advokatbyran.se
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Ludvig Hazard & Christian Ellsén

Without a car you can't get so far... A wisit at Apple HQ in Cupertino!

Working at the heart of tech and exploring the
sunshine state
Right at this moment we are sitting in a marketplace in downtown San José, with the sound of
live Jazz in the background, writing to tell you about the experiences we've had in the United
States so far. The place we are sitting at is called San Pedro Square Market. An awesome place
to meet people of different ages and try different kinds of food from different cultures. By we,
we mean Christian Ellsén and Ludvig Hazard, two students who just finished their Bachelor's
degree at Chalmers University of Technology and are now working in one of the world's leading
areas when it comes to innovation and technology, Silicon Valley.
Since our internship started about two months
later than it did for the other members
of Amcip our experience so far has been
somewhat different. We got our job offer in
the beginning of June and after a lengthy
VISA process we finally arrived in sunny
California. The San Francisco bay area houses
the headquarters of some of the largest techcompanies in the world, therefore it has become
a very attractive area to live in and the cost
of living has skyrocketed to one of the highest
in all of America. Therefore we, as most young
people around here, could only afford to rent
a room rather than an apartment or house,
something that actually turned out to be our
golden ticket. Living with others has been a
great way to meet new people and the ones we
have met immediately invited us to hang out
and go on trips. We moved in about a week
ago, as of writing, and have already filled our
time with having cookouts, going hiking and
getting reborn through visiting CostCo for the
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"Living with others has been a
great way to meet new people
and the ones we have met
immediately invited us to hang
out and go on trips."
first time. We got to the States about 4 weeks
ago and most of our time so far has been spent
getting set up and doing all other things that
are required when moving across the world. The
next thing on our to do list is actually buying
a car. Unfortunately the cities around here are
made with car-loving Americans in mind and
as a consequence the public transportation is
terrible. Especially since the cities are way more
spread out compared to our dense European
cities. Getting a car is therefore a necessity

ALOM Technologies Corporation, CA

Everyone got an Ipad in their
hand at Apple HQ.

A short visit in San Fransisco.

That said, gas here is dirt cheap so it will not
only be the fastest way but also, by far, the best
way to get around if you want to go explore the
state. We are looking forward to all our road
trips!
Even though we have a ton of possibilities when
it comes to doing things during weekends our
main purpose here is of course our internship.
We are interns at ALOM Technologies
Corporation, a company dealing in Supply
Chain Management and Strategies based
out of Fremont. Our roles at the company are
Operations Intern (Christian) and Quality intern
(Ludvig). Our work entails helping the company
optimize their processes, setting up strategies
and analyzing data to find Key Performance

Living across the Atlantic
Ocean is no reason not to vote!

Indicators. The company itself has had
international interns for the past few years and
value the knowledge and fresh perspective that
young foreign working professionals bring with
them. Therefore they entrust us with work on key
parts of projects that are vital to the company
and all the responsibilities that comes with it.
Something that is an amazing experience that
helps us to evolve and learn what it means to
take on responsibilities.
Therefore we would like to thank our supervisor
Subu Subramanian and our CEO Hannah Kain
and the rest of the team at ALOM for giving us
this experience and letting us be a part of the
team at ALOM Technologies Corporation.

ALOM Technologies Corporation

Hosting Interns since: A while back | Employees: More than 100 | Area of Business:
Supply Chain Management and Strategies | Website: www.alom.com

Ludvig Hazard

Born: 1995 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Automation and Mechatronics Engineering
| Future Plans: To buy a car, a surfboard and to go on roadtrips along the coast. |
Best Memory: Realizing that I'm actually living and working in what is referred to as
Silicon Valley. And that gas is less than half the Swedish price. | Worst Memory:
Going by public transport and walking the last mile after we arrived by flight to the US. With 2 bags and a carry-on
totalling 60 kg. In 30° and sun. Just to save $6.

Christian Ellsén

Born: 1993 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Industrial Engineering and Management| Future Plans: To enjoy the year I
have here in the US, meet new people, travel and then finish my Master's back home. | Best Memory: When getting
out of the Uber my first time in downtown San Jose, and realizing that there is a city wide Jazz festival going on with
live music on every street and in almost every bar. | Worst Memory: When I actually moved to downtown San Jose and
realized that it would take me 1h 40 min to get to work by public transportation… And only 20 min with car.
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KEMIKARRIÄR - NEW INITIATIVE TO
ENCOURAGE MORE PEOPLE TO MAKE A
CAREER OUT OF
THEIR INTEREST IN CHEMISTRY!
By means of films featuring people in different occupational roles
combined with simple facts, Kemikarriär [Chemical Career] provides an
easily accessible and clear picture of various chemical occupations.
The chemical industry is a large, important sector within Swedish industry and
chemical companies are thriving. A
combination of technical developments,
digitalisation and the generation shift
means there is an increasing need to hire
new employees.
Skills supply is a very hot topic for the
member companies of IKEM, Innovation
and Chemical
Industries in Sweden. At present the
chemical industry is competing with
other industrial sectors for chemists,
chemical engineers and many other
occupational roles. Forecasts also
indicate that there will be a shortage
of chemists in the near future. There is
therefore a need to enhance the image
of occupations in the chemical industry
in order to encourage more people to
choose an education for and a career in
the field of chemistry.

different occupational roles and career
opportunities is not visible to the extent
needed. Kemikarriär is a tool that aims
to increase understanding of what the
chemical industry is, its existence all over
the country, its significance for Sweden
and how it is contributing to making the
future green.
Behind Kemikarriär is IKEM, with 1,400
member companies and 70,000 employees in the chemical, plastic and material
industries. The organisation represents
Swedish and foreign-owned companies with a shared vision for sustainable
growth: to develop industrial solutions for
the global challenges
facing society.

Welcome to www.kemikarriar.se

While the need to hire new employees is growing, it is not uncommon for
young people to have an unclear view
of the chemical industry. The range of
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Olle Hansson

Kayaking down hudson on a beautiful day. My farmers tan afterwards was not as
pretty...

Exploring the city that never sleeps
Before arriving in New York I would constantly get the question "What is the main thing you
want to do during your year in New York?" and the answer to that question was always a tough
one - I did not know. Yes, New York has a lot to offer when it comes to tourism, but that is not
the reason why I wanted to come here. My main goal wasn't to see the Statue of Liberty, visit
One World Trade Center, walk over Brooklyn Bridge or do all the other stuff you would find on a
typical bucket list. My main ambition was to arrive in an unpredictable and amazing new city
with no prior plan and instead just adjust to the everyday life of being a New Yorker and see
where it takes me.
My first few months in this amazing city have
been hectic, to say the least. Before leaving
Sweden I was a bit nervous about not finding
stuff to do and being alone in a city about
90 times larger than my hometown, but that
has not been the case. At all. Rooftop parties
with the most spectacular views imaginable,
summer concerts in Prospect Park, kayaking
down the Hudson, going on weekend trips,
exploring the insane bar/coffee shop/
restaurant scene is just a few of the things I
have been doing so far. As someone who isn't
the fastest decision maker, the vast variety of
things to do in this city has caused me some
first world problems.
I currently live in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, which
is an amazing area. Bars & coffee shops around
every corner and all the people here are very
outgoing and interesting. I live 5 minutes away
from Williamsburg bridge and the east river
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"As someone who isn't the
fastest decision maker, the vast
variety of things to do in this
city has caused me some first
world problems. "
where there is a spectacular view of the NYC
skyline. During the summer there is a bunch of
different events around the area, for instance a
weekly food festival called Smorgasburg. Even
though my office is located on the opposite
side of Manhattan, across the Hudson river in
Hoboken NJ, the commute is an easy (at least
during off peak hours) subway ride often times
not surpassing 35 minutes.
I am working at a company called SKIM which
is a consultant company specializing in market

SKIM, NY

Pre parties at rooftops in Brooklyn quickly
became a recurring weekend activity.

Subway-game! New York Yankees vs. New
York Mets.

research and decision behavior analysis.
Essentially, they aim to answer clients business
questions using mainly primary data gathered
through market research. I am currently working
in the consumer goods department of the
company, but SKIM is very open to giving their
employees the possibility to work on projects in
other fields as well.
My day to day work consists mainly of working
on different projects in project teams. The
different projects and phases of the projects
differ a lot which gives me a lot of flexibility
and variation in the day to day work. The
specific assignments can range anywhere from
analyzing data trying to find various trends
to creating client friendly presentations. I

Sightseeing never gets old in NYC.

was immediately given a lot of responsibility
and I feel like although I am an intern I am
not treated any differently than any of my
colleagues. SKIM thoroughly listens to their
employees and always strive to make sure
everyone has a great time - short fridays and
lots of company sponsored events are just a few
examples of this.
I want to thank my colleagues at SKIM and
Amcip for giving me this amazing opportunity
to come to New York City and explore what
North America has to offer!

SKIM

Hosting Interns since: 2013 | Employees: 160 | Area of Business: Market Research |
Website: www.skimgroup.com

Olle Hansson

Born: 1995 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Industrial Engineering and Management |
Future Plans: Return to Sweden and finish my Masters degree. | Best Memory: Spending
labor day weekend at the most amazing pool parties in Las Vegas. | Worst Memory:
Coming home from a 4th of July party and realizing my apartment was infested by
1dm large cockroaches. I moved out the day after...
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Food & Nutrition Science

Systems & Synthetic Biology

Chemical Biology

Industrial Biotechnology

• Food and nutrition for health
• High value compounds from
sustainable sources
• Food composition, bioprocessing
and preservation

• Cell factories
• Metabolic modelling
• Protein homeostasis
• Bio-applications of graphene

• Protein misfolding
• Cellular transport
systems
• Nanotechnology

• Biorefineries
• Fermenation processes
• Carbohydrate active
enzymes
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BIOLOGY TO SAVE THE FUTURE

The practical applications of biotechnology include age-old techniques such as brewing, fermentation and cheese making, all of which are
still important today. The introduction of new
techniques based on fundamental biological
research has resulted in major advances.
Microorganisms and cells are utilized to produce valuable products, and new medicines are
products of biotechnology.
In recent decades, gene modification has revolu
tionized the biotechnology industry, giving rise to
countless new products and improving established
processes. However, biotechnology as practiced
today is much more than recombinant DNA tech
nology, cellular biology, microbiology and biochem
istry.
The scientists within the Department of Biology
and Biological Engineering at Chalmers perform
research with relevance for our daily life. They find
broad applications in the
areas of health regarding
food and medicine, indus
trial production of bulk and
fine chemicals and pro
teins, as well as for energy
production such as trans
portation fuels. One of the
important missions is to
drive the development of
novel and improved tools

to study effects at a cellular level. The research
aims to bring together the latest methodology and
technology to understand and conceptualize how
food can lead to a healthy and sustainable life style.
The researchers collaborate in broad, interdiscipli
nary national and international networks within ac
ademia and with industries belonging to different
businesses. Another important mission is to offer
highly qualified teaching of engineering students
within the area of bioengineering.
The Biotechnology Master’s program focuses on
the interface between chemistry, biology and medi
cine, with engineering as a common working tool.
It provides students with competences on how
to use engineering principles in the analysis and
manipulation of biological systems to solve prob
lems across a spectrum of important applications.
In this way, the program covers the broad base of
knowledge from genetics to process engineering
provided by expertise from
the Departments of Bio
logy and Biological En
gineering, Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering and
Applied Physics, at Chal
mers, and the units of
Chemistry and Molecular
Biology and Biochemis
try, at the University of
Gothenburg.
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Gabriella Müntzing

Evelina and Linnea from Detroit stopped by for a visit!

Experiencing Canada, the home of Maple Syrup,
Poutine and ending sentences with eh
Toronto is the biggest city in Canada, home to the Blue Jays baseball team, the Toronto Maple
Leafs hockey team, the CN tower and the pemeal bacon sandwich, and for 6 months, the home
to none other than me, Gabriella. My time here so far has been adventurous. I have explored the
streets of downtown, gone hiking in the nearby wildlife, seen the Niagara falls and taken longer
trips to see both New York and Detroit, staying with the AMCIP members who work there!
The reason for my stay here is of course not only
to travel and adventure, it is also to learn and
gain experience at a company called Mobile
Climate Control, MCC for short. Here I work
together with four test engineers, one other
intern and my boss Chadwick to test HVAC
systems on buses, trucks and other vehicles.
We have a big climate chamber that fits up
to 60 foot buses that can create temperatures
from – 40 degrees C to + 60 degrees C and
there we test how fast a bus can cool down or
warm up with its current HVAC system. I get to
be a part of the entire process, from hooking
up the equipment, to monitoring the tests, to
troubleshooting and assisting with whatever
is necessary. When I'm not doing this I am
working on my own project which is creating
an automated wind tunnel. It's definitely
challenging and something I have had no prior
knowledge of but Chad makes sure to help and
guide me wherever he can. In other words the
working climate at MCC is great and everyone
is very welcoming and helpful.
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"It's a great city filled with
diverse restaurants, shopping
and entertainment and I am so
happy I have the opportunity to
live right in the middle of it. "
Currently I live in an apartment together
with two girls my age in downtown Toronto,
right by one of the popular restaurant streets
called Queens street. For those who don't know
Toronto, just imagine New York but smaller
and where I live is like a mini Williamsburg.
It's a great city filled with diverse restaurants,
shopping and entertainment and I am so happy
I have the opportunity to live right in the middle
of it. The Canadian stereotype is as you know
that they are extremely nice and after 3 months
here I can see why.

Mobile Climate Control, ON

The standard pose photo infront of the Niagara
Falls.

Enjoying a hike by Niagara Falls.

My weekends are often spent doing something
exciting. One weekend I went together with
Martin and Rikard who are also here through
AMCIP to the Canadian National Exhibition
where we tried fried cookie dough and
witnessed other crazy food like spaghettidoughnuts and a 100$ gold burger. There
it seemed the moto was, if it fits in a fryer,
fry it! I also spent one weekend attending a
big house festival called Veld featuring Alan
Walker and Martin Garrix together with some
new Canadian friends . At the end of August
I went to Las Vegas together with ten AMCIP
members and enjoyed myself dancing to the
Chainsmokers at a pool party and watching
people lose money at Ceasers Palace. In other
words my weekends are busy and that's just the
way I like it!

Chilling below the CN tower on Canada day!

Canada also has a lot to offer when it comes
to Nature. Together with Rikard and Martin I
have gone on several hikes, one in Algonquin
park where we also camped. There I introduced
the guys to s'mores and we sat around the
fire talking about everything between heaven
and earth. It was an amazing weekend and I'm
excited to go on many more.
I am so very grateful for this opportunity and I
would like to thank our Internship Coordinators
for doing an outstanding job of finding
positions for all our AMCIP members. I would
also like to thank my boss Chad for giving
me this opportunity to learn and grow as an
engineer. Only half of my internship has passed
and I am excited to see what the next three
months have in store!

Mobile Climate Control

Hosting Interns since: 2009 | Employees: 360 (locally) | Area of Business: Vehicle
HVAC | Website: www.mcc-hvac.com

Gabriella Müntzing

Born: 1994 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Industrial Engineering and Management |
Future Plans: To gain some experience within marketing and then begin my masters
in the fall. | Best Memory: Exploring Williamsburg in New York City and coming
across a rooftop bar with amazing views of the New York City skyline. | Worst
Memory: When my flight home got cancelled so I missed a day of work and had to
spend a lot of money on cabs back and forth.
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i samarbete med Chalmers

Verkstadstidningen
och Automation
bjuder på 1 års
studentprenumeration!
DUKT ION
MO DERN PRO
T IDNING EN FÖR
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innovationer
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larmen får smart
Stor guide till
produkterna på
Scanautomatic–
Processteknik

Specialister pŒ medieplanering fšr detaljister och ßerÞlialfšretag

Henrik vet
hur du ska
skydda ditt
styrsystem

24

Förbered din karriär och håll
dig uppdaterad om allt inom
verkstadsindustrin och process-,
industri- och fastighetsautomation.

Do you want
to join us?
At Thomas Concrete Group we care
for one another and support each
other. It is our company culture that
makes us different.

Teckna din prenumeration på:
automation.se/prenumerera
verkstadstidningen.se/prenumeration
Håll dig uppdaterad om branschen på
www.automation.se
www.verkstadstidningen.se
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Team Thomas®

OPTIMISING

Strength.

SÖKER DU X-JOBB? KONTAKTA OSS.
VI ÄR SPECIALISTER INOM:
BYGGNADSKONSTRUKTION, BYGGTEKNIK,
GEOKONSTRUKTION & GEOTEKNIK.

STOCKHOLM • GÖTEBORG • UPPSALA • JÖNKÖPING • WWW.BTB.SE

bodycote.com

B O S TÄ D E R M E D
O M TA N K E O C H
K VA L I T E T

Vår ambition som samhällsutvecklare är att vara med och bygga
det hållbara samhället. Vi är de ingenjörer, arkitekter, byggare och

www.ctc.se

Upplev friheten
med värmepump
från CTC!

Byt upp dig till en bättre
värmeekonomi så får du
pengar över till annat!

förvaltare som med människan och miljön i fokus funderar över
hur framtidens byggnader och infrastruktur ska se ut. Vi vill bygga
samhällen med god arkitektur, som gör våra liv lättare att leva och
som är del av en hållbar framtid.

W W W. T R O L L A N G E N B O S TA D. S E
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Ellen Svärd

Yoga in Huntington Beach.

A small town girl in a pretty small, big world
- My internship experience in Orange Country

The first day of my journey in the U.S started in New York where I bumped into a guy from
my hometown. My hometown is pretty small, so the likelihood of meeting someone from there
on a different continent is not big. This unlikely event had me shook so I turned to him and
his American friend and said "The World are so small". My grammatical mistake was very
entertaining to the American friend. I fake-laughed with them, but as I got on the flight to LAX,
I felt horrible. How was I going to be able to live and work in this country if I barely speak the
language? I know, I was a little harsh on myself.
Orange County – You know the place where the
"There's a lot of things, within a
"Californiaaaa, here we come" – TV Show was
small radius, and if you extend
filmed – the place where you find palm trees
wherever you look – and where I now am going
the radius a bit, there's even
to be living for six months.
The first couple of weeks here, when I neither
had a car or friends, Uber was there for me. It
took me from point A to point B, at the same
time as it provided me with friends (the Uber
drivers). Thank God American's are among the
most skilled small talkers, it helped me make so
many Uber friends. After a while, I realized that
paying for friendship (and a ride, of course),
was going to be too expensive. I bought myself
a car and was off to deal with the LA traffic on
my own. Saying goodbye to my uber friends
was not that hard, because, at that point, I
had managed to find friends both at work, the
beach and the so-called World Wide Web.
My car has no AC. I am trying to stay positive
and if you want to know how that feels in 35
degrees, let's just say that it makes me feel like
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more amazing nature and cool
cities that I'm lucky to be able to
visit."

a true California girl with my windows down,
hair dancing in the wind as I cruise along the
highway. By the way, did you know that the
American version of small talking about the
weather is to small talk about the traffic? And
now, I can join the traffic conversation. For the
record, the traffic brings out emotions I didn't
know I had in me. Due to frustration in traffic, I
have more than once screamed so loud that my
voice is gone the next day.
However, my trip here has a bigger purpose than
to explore new sides of myself when driving in
LA traffic. My main reason for coming here is
my internship. I have the honor of being

PACE - Pacific Advanced Civil Enginering, CA

Friends and a beautiful view.

Pride in San Fransisco.

Hiking in Yosemite.

the intern for the stormwater department at a
company called PACE. Together with the other
engineers I mainly design and model rivers and
basins so that they can handle the big storms
here in California. It feels… interesting to plan
for huge storms, when the ground now seem so
dry that it anytime could get set on fire. Which
actually happens btw. But apparently, every 100
years or so, a big storm comes to California, and
then it's very important to be prepared.

cool to have the chance to live here for a while.
To be able to take a hike with a beautiful view
after work, or why not go surfing during the
weekends, or participate in a yoga class at the
beach, or take a dance class, or go to a baseball
game... Yeah, you get the point. There's a lot of
things, within a small radius, and if you extend
the radius a bit, there's even more amazing
nature and cool cities that I'm lucky to be able
to visit.

Anyhow, it's fantastic to be a part of PACE and
see all their cool and interesting projects. They
do everything from building their own shrimp
farm, with the aim to decrease the import of
shrimps to California, to design wastewater
treatment and plan how to treat rainwater
to reduce the emissions in groundwater. I'm
inspired and have learned that you don't have to
know everything before you start a project. This
realization has controlled career stress a little. If
you don't choose the right path right away, you
can always learn new things and try new things.
Above that, I'm starting to understand how
extremely big California is. It's huge. And it's

California has at this point taught me many
things. I have learned how to become a
professional at small talk, how to survive in 40
degrees Celsius and I have learned how to pay
with the stone age method - check. To calm
all of you down, the English has worked out
just fine. Sure, I still get awkward every time
someone asks me "What's up?". What do they
really want to hear when they ask that? Can
somebody explain that to me? But when I
ended up living with a girl from my hometown I
knew that the right way to express my feelings
were...The World is so small.

PACE - Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering

Hosting Interns since: 2015 | Employees: 60 | Area of Business: Civil Engineering |
Website: www.pace.com

Ellen Svärd

Born: 1995 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Civil Engineering | Future Plans: Travel in
Canada and The US after Christmas, work in Sweden and after summer start my
master at Chalmers. | Best Memory: Roadtrip in northern California. | Worst
Memory: My phone died (and GPS), and I didn't find my way home and it was crazy
hot and I was panicking (I, for sure, need to do something about my horrible sense of
location).
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Oscar Brask

Enjoying Views from Hanging Rock.

Truck Engineering on the Southern Countryside
If you are looking for one of the largest U.S. cities, with impressive skyscrapers, extreme
buildings, and huge bright light streets, you should probably turn your head against something
else than North Carolina. But with the goals to experience a rich countryside culture, hike in
the greatest and most astonishing national parks in the U.S, and explore charming cities on the
east coast just a few hours away – a half year internship in Greensboro seemed perfect!
All the way from the west coast in California to
the east cost in North Carolina, runs the major
U.S. Interstate Highway I-40. In the eastern part,
right where it crosses the north to south going
highway I-85, is the city Greensboro located – a
small town on the Countryside in Dixieland.
Greensboro has a number of different technical
companies within the area of engineering
consulting, and one of them is PE Geometry
– a company working as technical experts
within Geometry Assurance, mainly with
different truck- and car manufacturers.
Geometry Assurance is a growing area that
involves the whole product realisation process
– from concept to production. The idea is to
calculate tolerance chains and geometrical
variation in 3D in an early phase of a project,
which makes it possible to analyse systems
robustness, identify assembling issues, control if
requirements are fulfilled, and propose efficient
perceived quality improvements of a product
– many steps before the production even has
begun. Geometry assurance is therefore crucial
in production engineering, for both aesthetic
appearance,
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" I usually spend my evenings in
downtown, playing volleyball,
doing trivia nights at bars,
playing golf, going to live music
events..."
assembling, lean efficiency, and quality
requirements – which makes my job as a
Geometry Assurance Engineering Intern very
exciting!
So what happens after work? Since I live in my
own apartment by myself, I am home as little
as possible. So even though I am relaxing at
my pool and enjoying the warm south climate
here sometimes, I usually spend my evenings in
downtown, playing volleyball, doing trivia nights
at bars, playing golf, going to live music events,
hanging out with my colleagues at pool parties,
watching baseball games, or hike in nearby
national parks. Since that is quite enough
experience of the small town Greensboro, I am
every single weekend traveling and doing road
trips! Greensboro is located right in the middle

PE Geometry, NC

Waterfall in the Great Smokey
Mountains.

Riverwalk in Savannah.

of North Carolina which makes it a perfect
point to do travels from, since a lot of exciting
places are located just a few hours of drive
away. And those are not few. Charleston
with both beautiful beaches and charming
city streets. Charlotte with its modern
nightlife streets at sky bars and Nascar races.
Wilmington, with its beautiful beaches and
surf culture. Gatlinburg with its Moonshine
distilleries, located just beside the amazing
Great Smoky Mountain National park. Atlanta
with its history from Martin Luther King. The
Outer Banks, with its open-sea beaches were
the Wright Brothers made the first flight.
Savannah, the oldest city in the U.S. with an
astonishing culture, history, and of course
beaches as well. And I have not even mentioned
my longer journeys to New Orleans and Las
Vegas, or Asheville, Nashville and Myrtle Beach

Watching artwork in Atlanta.

on my to do list, as well as visiting my Amcip
friends in their different cities in the U.S. and
Canada!
The list of amazing journeys I have been doing
during my time here is growing larger after
every weekend, as well as my own desire for
traveling and exploring the country. In addition,
I have gained exciting work experience, which
will be useful both in my further education and
future engineering jobs. My decision to be a
member of Amcip – to get the opportunity to
work in North America, and travel to explore
new cities and other cultures – is therefore
something that I believe is an impossible thing
to regret!

PE Geometry

Hosting Interns since: 2018 | Employees: 4 (in the U.S.), 25 worldwide | Area of
Business: Geometry assurance | Website: www.pe-geometry.com

Oscar Brask

Born: 1996 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Mechanical Engineering | Future Plans:
Master Degree at Chalmers, with a period abroad. | Best Memory: My first weekend
visiting Charleston – truly amazing city! | Worst Memory: Driving home from Kitty
Hawk and almost got stuck since the city was half flooded due to heavy rain.
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Sätter du driftsäkerheten
i centrum?
PUR- och smälltlimsapplicering
från italienska PREO.

With almost 300 years of
combined gear engineering
knowledge and expertise,
David Brown Santasalo delivers
proven mechanical power
transmission solutions and
service support to the world’s
critical industries.

Gårdsvägen 4, 169 70 Solna | Tel 08-83 08 80, Fax 08-82 33 44
info@bohlins-maskiner.se | www.bohlins-maskiner.se

Find out more:
T: +46 31 710 20 50
E: sweden@dbsantasalo.com

www.dbsantasalo.com

Innovative textiles
for public spaces and
greenhouse growers

www.ludvigsvensson.com
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MASTER’S PROGRAMME

MATERIALS CHEMISTRY AND
NANOTECHNOLOGY

Material science: an area of advance!
Using the tools in chemistry, such as material synthesis and
chemical and physical characterization methods, this broad
engineering program aims at deepening the understanding of
materials properties in order to design and develop the
materials of tomorrow.

#AMCIP18
— hållbara energilösningar i världsklass

NIBE i hemmet

NIBE i större fastigheter

NIBE i industrin

NIBE energieffektiviserar

www.nibe.com
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Josefine Ohlsson

The Golden Gate on a foggy day.

Structural engineering in lovely San Fransisco, the
home of steep hills and flower power
Since my teenage years, I have dreamed about one day living in the United States. More
specifically, New York City. The first time I stepped out of Penn Station in the middle of
Manhattan, on a sunny day in October 2010, I knew that this was what I wanted to aim for. Eight
years later, after a lot of hard work and with a B.Sc. in Civil Engineering, I was back in NYC and
ready for my awaited American adventure. Joining Amcip was, without hesitation, one of the
best decisions I have made since that day back in 2010. The final destination was not New York
City but San Francisco. I had no clue how incredible and lovable San Francisco would be. I am
unconditionally and irrevocably in love with this city.
Eager to get the most out of my experience, I
immediately decided to go with the flow and
be as open as possible during my time here.
Thanks to that, and some lucky coincidences,
I met a group of truly inspiring and amazing
Germans and Americans to join me exploring
San Francisco and California. So far, we have
been to on average two concerts per week,
visited almost every food truck park in SF, and
spent plenty of nights dancing at our favorite
bar Butter. I have spent most of the weekends
traveling or going to festivals such as the Pride
Parade, Outside Lands, a guacamole festival
and a Japanese food festival. There are a
multitude of places to go to near San Francisco
during the weekend: Santa Cruz, Sonoma for
wine tastings, Lake Del Valle for hiking, Russian
River for river floating, and Pacifica for surfing
are some examples.
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"I have spent most of the
weekends traveling or going
to festivals such as the Pride
Parade, Outside Lands, a
guacamole festival and a
Japanese food festival."
I have also been to San Diego and New Orleans
with my two Amcip friends Linnea Lindberg
and Ellen Svärd.
When I am not on adventures with my friends,
swimming in the bay, or running up and down
the hills, I am actually working. Monte Stott &
Associates is a small engineering consulting
firm that consist of five employees and a dog,

Monte Stott & Associates, CA

Together with friends by Lake Del
Valle.

Midsummer celebration at
the office.

which makes the office very familial. The firm
offers engineering consulting such as various
evaluations, seismic engineering services,
retrofitting and strengthening of both new and
existing buildings in the San Francisco Bay
Area. I work with both architects and structural
engineers at the office, a unique and instructive
combination that I really enjoy. I appreciate
the practical and theoretical experience that
my internship provides. The goal is to learn
something new every day, whether it is how to
handle a nailer, estimate loads in imperial units,
or how to design framing details. I usually start
my days with administrative tasks in the office,
such as catching up on voicemails and emails.
Most of the time I work on structural drawings
and detail drawings in AutoCAD in the office
when I am not somewhere in the Bay Area on
a site visit with Monte or my colleague Jessica.
The site visits usually consist of house surveying,

All geared up for a house
survey at a site visit.

crawling around in crawl spaces, foundation
and framing evaluation or seismic consultation,
but also structural consulting regarding for
example placement of an aquarium dining
table or a hot tub on a roof. Every day is a new
adventure.
I want to thank my boss Monte for constantly
challenging and encouraging me, whether it
is about work, the future, or sport challenges. I
also want to thank my dear co-worker Jessica
for showing and teaching me the worst and best
about America.

Monte Stott & Associates

Hosting Interns since: 2011 | Employees: 5 | Area of Business: Structural Engineering |
Website: www.montestott.com

Josefine Ohlsson

Born: 1993 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Civil Engineering | Future Plans: Enjoying
my year in San Francisco and the United States before starting my masters in
Gothenburg or somewhere else in the world. | Best Memory: Probably my first
weekend, that's when I met my closest friends and celebrated San Francisco Pride, I
even participated in the Pride parade. | Worst Memory: I was hit by a car during a run,
not a pleasant memory.
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Balder Hagert

One of the founding fathers of freedom, Mr Washington.

Welcome to the Fastener Center of the Universe,
Excited?

I currently reside on the South Shore of Boston, MA, which is the cradle of America and it's
where freedom was invented, so kind of a big deal. Here I work as a CAD – designer (Computer
Aided Design) at a company called BoltDepot Inc. If you against all odds haven't read some of
the previous internships reports, BoltDepot is an online retail store of fasteners that started as
a hardware store all the way back in 1949. But this doesn't really say much so what is it that
makes this rockstar of a company truly special?
In the all too familiar scene where big boy
business outrivals little boy business BoltDepot
is a true underdog story. An underdog story
that the world hasn't laid eyes upon since The
Average Joes beat The Globo Gym Cobras in a
"clash-of-the-titans" like dodgeball tournament
a long time ago. Since BoltDepot.com launched
in 2001 they have grown exponentially and
haven't looked back since. They have had an
average yearly growth of 20-25 percent the
last ten years and have increased their number
of employees from 14 to over 50 in the same
amount of time. They even went up in the great
financial crash of 2008. To quote Mr.Mugatu
from the movie Zoolander "BoltDepot is so hot
right now".
When talking to the owner and the man who
has been through it all, Jordan Cazeault,
he states that you have to have good profit
margins. This is the percentage of the selling
price that is turned into to profit. It is calculated
through revenue (selling price) minus cost
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"We like to love life, but we also
earn it through hard work. "
divided by the revenue. BoltDepots selling
prices are very competitive but they have
also managed to keep the cost down. Jordan
explains this as just a result of making good
business for 60 something plus years. If you
always pay your bills on time people will want
to keep your business and they are therefore
more prone to lowering their prices, he says.
Another big factor is that Jordan saw the
potential with the internet early on and of
course wanted to cash in on the future of
making business. Keep in mind, this was in
early 2000 and at that point people were
actually still going to stores, crazy. He got help
from two of the best

BoltDepot Inc, MA

Totally not selling out and keeping my
individualism.

Saturday Night Lights.

guys Chalmers University had to offer namely
Michael Åhs and Lars Ahlzen. Together they
spent an entire summer to build what is now the
backbone of the company. Michael later moved
on to do other things, but Lars is still with the
company and is truly a force to be reckoned
with in the fastener industry today, the Tom
Brady of online fastener retailing if you will.
But what makes BoltDepot truly stand out from
the rest is the atmosphere in the company. It
truly is a family where as if you have anything
important in your life or if it is just a perfect
day for a bicycle ride, you take the day off.
But make no mistake, freedom is not free and
everyone at the company knows this. We like
to love life, but we also earn it through hard
work. Or as the 200 mph man, the CEO of the
company, Gary Cazeault puts it "We work hard
and we play hard, that's just how we roll".
My stay here has truly been amazing so far
and it is easy to see why me, and a lot of
other people get something that can only be

Spending my BoltDepot
money in Vegas.

explained as a girly crush on BoltDepot. The
builder, the mechanic, the home-improver,
the tech guy and the snowboarder all need
fasteners and when they look at BoltDepot
they see that they love being out there and
they all have a great appreciation for fasteners.
Whereas other competitors are just boring
people in suits. To be a part of this ragtag team
of absolute rebels makes me proud and I am
happy to have been chosen for this one-year
experience.
Lastly I also want to give a special shout-out
to BoltDepots 23-year old fastener wunderkind
and protegee Paige Mathewson who is already
an important pillar in the BoltDepot operation;
and the stone cold killer when it comes to
customer/business relations, the all American
man, The Director of Customer Service, Jason
Bourque. These two have truly helped to make
the stay magnificent.
Oh and yeah, Boston is cool to.

BoltDepot Inc

Hosting Interns since: 2009 | Employees: 55 | Area of Business: Fasteners (nuts,
screws, bolts, etc.) | Website: www.boltdepot.com

Balder Hagert

Born: 1993 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Mechanical Engineering | Future Plans: After
my year probably going to take my masters. | Best Memory: Riding ATV:s with the
BoltDepot crew, Bud Light and cigarettes. | Worst Memory: Choosing Citizens Bank,
truly a shitshow of a bank.
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Carryline erbjuder allt från enskilda
transportörer i aluminium eller rostfritt
och kompletta system med installation
och serviceavtal. Carryline erbjuder
också ett omfattande proﬁlbyggsystem
med aluminiumproﬁler.

www.Carryline.com

M U LT I S P E C I A L I S T E R

Unik totalkunskap om komponentmarknaden gör att Esma kan erbjuda
enkla komponenter eller komplexa
systemlösningar i alla slags tillverkningstekniker
och material. Kontakta oss!

Din länk till komponentmarknaden
info@esma.se Stockholm 08-474 42 00, Göteborg 031-40 90 00

Kylesku Bridge, Scotland
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When the design project involves
large spans, climate smart solutions,
or great acoustic precision, a closer
relationship between architects and
engineers is needed. The Architecture
and Engineering Program at Chalmers
University of technology unites design
with science and technology.
The program is the only one of its
kind in Scandinavia. You can be an
architect, an engineer, or BOTH.

visit www.chalmers.se to learn more
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Ladda ned ritningar
i 2D eller 3D från
www.wiberger.se.

Behov av 3D ritningar?
Wiberger säljer mekaniska komponenter
som t ex maskinrattar, tryckskruv, handtag,
excenterlås, magneter, stjärnvred och
cylindriska pinnar.
På www.wiberger.se hittar du hela vårt
sortiment med pris samt nedladdningsbara
ritningar i både 2D och 3D.

Eugen Wiberger AB

DRIVKRAFT
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Utmana oss med ditt nytänkande!
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INNOVATION.
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SÖMNAD
VAKUUMFORMNING

Vill du göra skillnad för framtidens energiförbrukning genom att
utveckla smarta, innovativa, säkra och väldesignade produkter
för den internationella elmarknaden? Inom våra områden
Installation, Projekt, Ladd, Sol och Tillfällig el söker vi ständigt
efter nya spännande idéer och resurser för att hålla vår position
som en ledande innovatör och tillverkare. Hör av dig!

garo.se

En nytänkande kraft

BESÖK OSS PÅ WEBBEN IDAG,
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Jakob Lindborg & Johanna Lönnermark

Summer ends with a visit to LA and of course the famous Hollywood sign.

Adventure in the centre of technology and
engineering - Bay Area, California
We were both overjoyed when it was confirmed that we had received a summer internship in
the USA. After completing our Bachelors degree in bioengineering at Chalmers University of
Technology, we were both very curious about the career opportunities within our field of study
and what place would be better to expand our knowledge of this than in California?
Our company ATUM is situated in the bay
area in a city called Newark, in northern Silicon
Valley roughly an hour south of San Francisco.
ATUM is a biotech company that works
primarily with gene and protein production as
well as cell line development.
The chain from order to finished product
involves many different departments at the
company which we had the chance to explore
during the internship. In the production of genes
for example there are several steps where the
gene has to be created, multiplied by using
bacteria and then thoroughly checked to make
sure it is the correct sequence. By working
in the different departments we got to work
with tools such as PCR, gel electrophoresis,
gene purification and sequencing. ATUM is
not only focused on creating various products
for customers but is also involved in different
research projects which we could learn about at
various seminars and business meetings. The
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"We live with close proximity
to the vibrant city of San
Francisco, beautiful wineries
in Napa Valley and sunny
beaches in Santa Cruz."
company has a lot of confidence in its
employees and everyone at work were
extremely friendly and supportive all the way
throughout our internship.
Working in the Bay Area is not only the dream
of the engineer but also a dream for a traveler.
Sometimes one forgets simply how large
of a state California is and how much the
environment changes from city to city. We live
with close proximity to the vibrant city of San
Francisco, beautiful wineries in Napa Valley and
sunny beaches in Santa Cruz. However, we did

ATUM, CA

The bay area has some fantastic hiking
spots, like this one at Big Basin Redwoods
State Park.

Surfing for the first time
in Santa Cruz!

not only stay close to home. We took the chance
to travel down Highway One to beautiful Santa
Barbara, visit North Lake Tahoe close to the
border to Nevada and our 3 months here ended
with a longer trip that involved both Los Angeles
and San Diego.
During our time in California we have had the
chance to get to know a lot of new friends.
Quickly we felt how much easier it was to
connect with people in the USA since it is not
as uncommon here to speak to strangers as it
is in Sweden. We have spent time surfing with
colleagues from work, explored the nightlife with
other travelers that stayed at the same hostel

The border between the state
of California and Nevada.

in Santa Barbara and got randomly invited to
celebrate a guy's 30th birthday in Lake Tahoe
after meeting once.
After spending 3 months in the States, this
internship has provided us with experiences we
will remember for the rest of our lives and we
have had a good introduction to the growing
biotech industry. We could not have hoped for a
summer as eventful and fantastic as the one we
have had here in California.

ATUM

Hosting Interns since: 2012 | Employees: 92 | Area of Business: Gene synthesis and
bioengineering solutions | Website: www.atum.bio

Jakob Lindeborg

Born: 1995 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Bioengineering | Future Plans: Continue to
travel and pursue my masters at Chalmers. | Best Memory: The feeling of awe I felt
when running across the golden gate bridge during the San Fransisco Marathon. |
Worst Memory: All the time spent at the DMV for car registration and drivers license application.

Johanna Lönnermark

Born: 1996 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Bioengineering | Future Plans: To get my masters degree involving not only
biotechnology but hopefully also statistics and bioinformatics. | Best Memory: Hiking in beautiful national parks in
California. | Worst Memory: Not being able to use my camera on one of our trips due to a forgotten battery.
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Ett konsultföretag inom
driftsäkerhetsanalys,
simulering och
systemutveckling
Trilogik Konsult AB
Östermalmsgatan 87A
114 59 STOCKHOLM
www.trilogik.se

Designa ditt eget utekök

Svenskt utekök

När du väljer ett utekök från oss så får du inte enbart
ett utekök, du får en bit svenskt hantverk gjord av de
bästa materialen som finns att tillgå.
Tillverkat i vår fabrik i Mörrum.
För mer info gå in på www.conturasteel.se

Fabriksvägen 39, 375 30 Mörrum,
+46(0)456-485 00
www.conturasteel.se
kundservice@conturasteel.se
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Johannes Henriksson

Jetskiing, Lake Tahoe.

Lake Tahoe, where paradise is engineered!
Located at a high altitude on the stateline where northern California meets Nevada is the
city of South Lake Tahoe, a place where the activities never seem to run dry. A day in Tahoe
during summer is best spent mountain biking in the mountains surrounding the lake, or with
lake activities such as stand up paddleboarding, jetskiing or kayaking. In winter however, the
mountain is the real playground with some of United States most famous ski resorts, including
Squaw Valley, home of the 1960 winter Olympics.
Much of my time here has revolved around
water so far, but not only because of Lake
Tahoe, water is also the area of expertise at
Avalex inc., the company I am interning at.
Avalex was founded 27 years ago by its current
vice president, civil engineer Craig Morgan and
is today operated by him and Michaela Morgan,
a civil engineer from Chalmers University of
Technology. Since drought is a common and
important issue in California, expert knowledge
in issues regarding water is highly demanded.
Avalex offers their services and knowledge
mainly to the surrounding counties in northern
California but also to the southern part of
California and Nevada. Projects are typically
related to any concern regarding water, such as
landfill engineering and design, water quality
monitoring, water rights and engineering,
erosion control and design and autoCAD
design and drafting.
During my time at Avalex I have experienced
all of the tasks mentioned above. Work at the
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"...Lake Tahoe is known for its
outdoor activities and is often
called "America's playground",
a nickname I can easily vouch
for."
office, situated at 6,000 feet just at the
foot of the big mountains, has consisted
of writing reports for various counties,
drafting in autoCAD and doing research for
different water rights lawsuits. This has been
complemented by more "hands on" engineering
and project management tasks at a landfill
closure project in northern California. The
state of California has implemented tough
environmental regulations and requires both
regular reports regarding water quality at their
landfills and thorough closing construction
procedures. Avalex is working as a consultant

Avalex Inc., CA

Roadtrip on Highway 1.

In San Fransisco.
agency and are responsible for making sure
that the requirements are met. While digging
deeper into the different projects performed
by Avalex, I realized how the American legal
system had a huge impact on our projects. It
was very interesting to get an insight into how
fights over water occur and are managed in the
US. I am truly grateful that my supervisor Craig
Morgan took time to explain the history behind
the different projects we were working on. Little
did I know before about how politics, laws and
money affects who gets to exploit the water
resources in western USA.
As previously mentioned, Lake Tahoe is known
for its outdoor activities and is often called
"America's playground", a nickname I can easily
vouch for. I was lucky to find housing with two
American roommates, Josh and Justin, who not
only showed me around but also introduced me
to all the activities that Lake Tahoe is all about.
During the summer I have experienced jetskiing

Boattrip!
and boating the lake, climbing, running,
mountain biking and much more. In the unlikely
event that you do get bored in Lake Tahoe, the
fact that Avalex provides each intern with a car,
makes exploring the US so much easier. So far
I have visited San Francisco Bay Area multiple
times, Sacramento, Reno, Carsoncity, and finally
a weekend in Las Vegas with most of Amcip
2018. Right now I am looking forward to the next
holiday, when a roadtrip down the coastline to
San Diego is planned.
To sum everything up, I want to extend my
gratitude to my supervisors Craig and Michaela
Morgan for offering me the internship at
Avalex. My time at Avalex has been a great
experience and I have learned a lot, not only
about engineering but also about the American
culture and social life.
Thank You!

Avalex Inc.

Hosting Interns since: 2009 | Employees: 4 | Area of Business: Civil engineering and
environmental services | Website: www.avalex.com

Johannes Henriksson

Born: 1994 | Present Education: B. Sc. in Civil Engineering | Future Plans: Continue to
my internship at Avalex until December. | Best Memory: Las Vegas with part of the
Amcip-crew. | Worst Memory: Getting a flat tire in San Francisco.
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Greetings From

AMCIP 2019

Board Members of AMCIP 2019
At the beginning of summer, we

could feel the sheer joy and excitement of our
peers who were just about to set off on an
unforgettable adventure - an internship in North
America.
Their hard work and commitment had paid off
and as they began a new chapter in the AMCIP
history as we, the new board, started our own
story as the year of AMCIP 2019 began.
Ahead of us is not only an internship in North
America, but also a fantastic year filled with
new challenges, experiences and memories
here in Sweden. With a long history of creating
opportunities to work abroad for Chalmers
students for over 55 years, we feel a privilege
and obligation to carry on a great tradition.
A tradition not only in sending interns across
the Atlantic but also in cultural exchange and
creating a close-knit team and group of friends.
With a new board and fantastic new members
we have no doubt that this year is going to be
amazing!

During our year we will work hard together
in order to create new relationships with
companies in North America as well as in
Sweden. We also hope to expose AMCIP to as
many Chalmers student as possible to make
sure that the organization can continue to
thrive in the future.
Finally we would like to extend our sincere
gratitude to everyone who facilitate AMCIP's
continued success. We would like to thank all
the companies and people who have supported
us throughout the years. We would like to
thank the board of AMCIP 2018 and above all
we would like to thank the companies in North
America for their hospitality and for making
these invaluable internships possible. We
are looking forward to another exciting year
together!

AMCIP 2019

Board Members AMCIP 2019

Chairman: Magnus Rolandsson | Treasurer: Isabella Ahl | Sales Manager: Måns Medin
Internship Coordinators: Amanda Bergström and Elinor Zacharias | Editor: Sara Hillström
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For Making it Possible!
Hosting Companies
Prema Canada UTC

SKIM

PACE

Ewing Group

Retail Solutions Inc.

Mobile Climate
Control

Outokumpu
PE Geometry
Avalex Inc.
BoltDepot Inc.

ALOM Technologies
Corporation

Monte Stott & Associates

Alberio Pharma

ATUM

Royal Carribean Cruises,
Ltd.

FEV North America, Inc
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Supporting Organizations
Chalmers University of
American Scandinavian
Technology
Foundation
U.S. EMBASSY OF SWEDEN

Financial Contributors
Kvadrat AB

IMA Marknadsföring AB

Industri Korp & Son AB
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HELA DENNA SIDA ÄR EN ANNONS

XYLEM | www.xylem.com

Världsledande pumpteknologi –
nu i VR
Hos Xylem, som arbetar med pumpar och pumpstationer, matchas nu den
modernaste tekniken med nya sätt att visualisera den. Med hjälp av VR kan de
komplexa produkterna bokstavligt talat sättas framför användarens ögon.
Tex t: J oak im J ohans son

Foto: J ens Dahlborg

På bild: Adam Sheehan, Pump station design specialist.
– DET VAR HELT överväldigande,

så beskriver Adam Sheehan
första gången han såg en av
Xylems pumpstationer framför
sig med hjälp av VR-teknik.
ADAM SHEEHAN HAR arbetat

på Xylem sedan 2005, efter en
examen vid Northern Illinois
University. 2011 besökte han
och hans fru en konferens som
hölls vid Xylems kontor i
Sundbyberg. De förälskade sig i
Sverige och flyttade hit. I dag är
han verksam som Pump station
design specialist – och det var
här i Sundbyberg som arbetet
med VR tog fart.
EN AV XYLEMS utmaningar har

varit att de högteknologiska
produkterna, oavsett om det
gäller pumpar eller hela pumpstationer, är svåra att visa upp:
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– I mitt yrke utbildar jag vår
personal och jag håller i många
seminarier för att visa våra
lösningar. Samtidigt är jag ute
hos kunder och på mässor. Våra
pumpstationer är inte lätta att
besöka, speciellt inte när vi
pratar om dränkbara pumpar,
och en bild i en presentation
gör inte slutprodukten rättvisa,
säger Adam Sheehan.

”När vi
visade
upp resultatet var
responsen vi fick
oerhört positiv”
DET VAR NÄR en kollega, som

intresserat sig för VR, tog med
sig ett par VR-glasögon till

TEKNIKEN FINSLIPADES OCH

visas upp varhelst i världen som
Xylems kunder befinner sig:
– När kunderna besöker oss
brukar vi avsätta en timme där
vi pratar om produkten och där
de får röra sig runt i VR-miljön.
Med hjälp av VR kan vi också
lägga in flera olika pumpstationsvariationer i samma
miljö och låta kunden gå mellan
de olika alternativen. På det
sättet hjälper VR våra kunder
att fatta välinformerade beslut
inför sina investeringar.

i dag har Xylem, med hjälp av
VR-tekniken, flyttat pumpstationerna närmare kunden.
Den digitala produktinformationen kan exempelvis skickas
mellan Xylems olika enheter.
Istället för att skicka en fullskalig
pump till en branschmässa i
Asien, kan data föras över så att
produkten med hjälp av VR kan

ARBETET MED ATT skapa en
VR-miljö har gett mersmak och
går nu in i nästa fas:
– Vi utvecklar våra system så
att vi på ett enkelt sätt kan ta
3D-modeller från vårt CADprogram och göra dem till
VR-färdiga modeller på fem
minuter, säger Adam Sheehan.

kontoret i Sundbyberg som
Adam Sheehan fick upp ögonen
för möjligheterna tekniken ger:
– Vi gjorde en modell av en
pumpstation i spelmotorn
Unreal Engine där vi tog vår
produktdata och förde in den i
en VR-miljö. När vi visade upp
resultatet var responsen vi fick
oerhört positiv och vi kände
att det fanns något att jobba
vidare på.

I FRAMTIDEN ÄR målet att de

renodlade VR-glasögonen som
i dag används kan kompletteras
med vanlig mobiltelefonteknologi. I takt med att mobiltelefonerna blir allt mer kraftfulla
kommer både AR- och VRteknologi att bli mer tillgänglig
för de flesta användarna.
Samtidigt fortgår också arbetet
med de fysiska modellerna:

– Nästa steg är att undersöka
om VR-modellerna på ett bra
sätt kan sammanföras med ett
CFD-verktyg (Computational
fluid dynamics) för simulering
av vatten i pumparna. Det
skulle möjliggöra att pumpstationens interaktion med
vatten kan visas upp i virtuell
form, avslutar Adam Sheehan.

OM XYLEM

Xylem är ett ledande globalt vattenteknikföretag som ägnar sig
åt att utveckla innovativa teknologiska lösningar för världens
vattenutmaningar. Företagets produkter och tjänster transporterar,
behandlar, bevakar och återför vatten till miljön för allmännyttiga
företag, industri, bostäder och kommersiella byggnader. Sammanlagt har Xylem drygt 16 500
medarbetare med omfattande
applikationsexpertis och stort
fokus på att identifiera mångsidiga, hållbara lösningar.

Sök efter lediga tjänster, eller ladda upp ditt CV på xylem.com

Med engagerade medarbetare över hela världen har Xylem resurserna som krävs för att hitta nya effektiva lösningar
för hur vatten används, bevaras och återanvänds. På vår R&D-enhet i Sundbyberg pågår hela tiden arbetet med
att utveckla framtidens världsledande produkter inom pumpning, omrörning och luftning. Till våra ingenjörers förfogande
står ett 4 000 m2 stort laboratorium, moderna datorhjälpmedel och ett nära samarbete med övriga R&D-enheter
runt om i världen. Bland våra varumärken är Flygt det mest kända i Sverige, med tillverkning i Småland. Härifrån levereras
årligen 145 000 energieffektiva pumpar och omrörare, viktiga för ett klimatsmart globalt samhällsbygge.
Vill du vara med och räkna på nya lösningar för världens vattenförsörjning?
Gå in på jobb.xylem.com och sök efter lediga tjänster, eller ladda upp ditt CV.

xylem.com

